Summer Permits

One Daily Left

Monday is the last day on which
application for summer reigistrutjuil permits will be accepted, according to Acting Dean of the College Joe West, head of educational
sers ices and summer sessions.
Registration signups will he
based on the order in which applical iens for permits are received.
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Don’t look tot a Spat tan Daily
tomorrow or Monday or Tuesday.
There won’t be any. The staff
takes three days off in preparation for the final issue of the semester, out next Wednesday. It
will be a 10-pager featuring names
of all June graduates and stories
and sidelights of graduation week.
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SPUR Found
Not Guilty
By 3-2 Vote
.

BILL CRAWFORD
. Daily advertising mgr.

JIM ADAMS
Spartan Daily editor

MIKE JOHNSON
.
Lyke editor

Council Names Adams
As Spartan Daily Editor

seind
sdiike

partan DailNews Editor lier; and La Torre Business Manager, Gary Ressa.
Jim Adams was appointed
Adams expressed the belief
editor of the campus newsthat the Student Council and
by
the
Stuyesterday
paper
the Daily should w tork Independdent Council. Jerry Alexand- ently of each other. "They should
er %as appointed to fill the cooperate, but there should not
be any direct tie between the chief justice position.
included, Spartan Daily Advertis- two," he said. Gary Brown was
ing Manages-, Bill Crawford: Lyke a second Spartan Daily Editor
Editor. ’,!.ke Johnson; Lyke Ad- applicant.
’.Tanager, Carol Bouthilvertisi:
Adams plans to expand the

No Banquet:
No Interest

the
ct a

GARY RESSA
... La Torre advertising mgr.

Conference ’Lucky Jim’
With Brown
Discussed
Denied ASB

ASB Pres. Rich Hill yesterday
reported to the council that his
letter asking for a personal appointment with Gov. Edmund G.
"Pat" Brown was denied.
He said Gov. Brown’s Executive
Secretary had replied to his correspondence stating that the governor would be unavailable in the
next few weeks. Hill was referred
to Director of Finance Bert.Levitt
by Gov. Brown’s secretary.
In other council news, senior
representative Bunny Robinson reported that the Senior Banquet
has been called off due to lack of
interest. "There were only 17 reservations so far," she said.
Homecoming Chairman Bob
Wright reported to the council
that next fall’s Homecoming to
be held on Nov. 7 will be entitled
"Sparta Goes Western." Plans for
the event include a beard contest,
western displays In downtown
merchants’ windows, and more
floats in the Homecoming parade.
Both the Independent Men’s
Council and the University Dames
Club were given final recognition
by the council.
Pres. Hill announced a sub-cornmitee meeting to be held at 2:30
p.m. today in the Student Union.

"Lucky Jim," by Kingsley Amis,
is a satirical offering about a man
who makes a success of being a
failure while revolting against the
snobbery of modern day English
society, Dr. Albert Rosenberg, assistant professor of English, said
at the book talk yesterday.
Dr. Rosenberg said Amis, one
of England’s angry young men,
takes a swipe at the cliques and
bureaucratic societies of England.
The story concerns Jim Dixon, a
member of lower middle class who
attends state-supported schools,
and finally lands a low paying job
teaching at a British provincial
college.
Jim’s "lucky" because he escapes
both the hypocrisy of the college
and the clutches of an equally
hypocritical girl named Margaret.
The satire rests on the constant hammering home of the
"you -can -get -it -If -you -are - born into -it" idea that pervades modern English society, Rosenberg
said,
Amis, one of the more intelligent of the angry young men. creates a character who relieves the
tensions of lower class birth by
veiling his troubles in laughter and
harmless pranks.

Daily’s coverage by a weekly departmental news corner, an ASB
president’s bi-weekly column and
listing of council transactions.
Alexander, the new chief justice,
was selected by secret ballot. He
related to the council his plans to
revise the present court procedure.
Main points of his reorganization
are to set up defense attorneys for
the student body at large, to take
the power of interpretation from
the chief justice, and to establish
a Constitutional Committee for
constitution interpretation.
Other chief justice applicants
were Jud Clark and Bob Gifford.
-Jack Wise and John Gustafson
had applied but were not present.
treaswe III he i.Wit. of Ha. 1ir if-wo contest.
In other council appointments.
Frosh-Soph treasure hunt was Trimillos said. Various members Bill Nelson was chosen to head the
found yesterday afternoon by Su- of the Frosh Class were present, Social Affairs Committee for next
zann
mernher of the Sopho- he said, but no one appeared to year.
store Ctass.
represent the Sophomore Class.
The appointment of a Personnel Miss Cade found the treasure in
On Friday, a car stuffing con(Continued on Page 8)
the drain next to the tower in the test has been planned. Trimillos
flame Economics Bldg. rose gar- said, but permission to bring a
den. She will receive two tickets car on campus has not been obF" the Frosh-Soph Mixer tomor- talned yet.
row. and the Soph Class will reConcluding the week’s events
.%e ’27) points in the contest.
will be the Frosh-Soph Mixer to%t 13:30 p.m. today the con- morrow night, in the Women’s
cantinue with a milkshake 1 Gym, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Theme
diinkinz ,:ontest, said RIC Tri- of the mixer will be Italian, StephThe senior banquet was canFrosh-S’oph week com- anie Williams, mixer chairman, celled yesterday afternoon due to
mit to.. ch a i man. I See Page 21.
announced. The gym will be deco- lack of Interest, announced the
The [impose of the contest is to rated accordingly.
Student Affairs Business Office.
soc. iihich class can get the most
At the dance, pizzas will be
Students who already purchased
stmws int6 a milkshake container: served, and cokes also will be tickets may receive their refunds
and at a given signal, finish the available, he said.
of $2.95 at the office, TH16. Tictnilk,hake first. The winning class
Tickets are on sale in the Li - kets were originally priced at
will roveive an additional 25 points. brary Quad, and will be sold at the $3.25.
In Ncsterday’s contest, the Frosh door, Trimillos stated. Price is 75
WASHINGTON (UPI) --President Eisenhower still meet today
The banquet, which was to be
Class was declared winner, by de- cents stag and $1.25 for couples.
in the Cafeteria tomorrow night, with the Big Four and foreign ministers of other nations who came
was to be the last activity of the here to attend the funeral of John Foster Dulles, the White House
announced yesterday.
Senior Class.
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko will be among those
attending a luncheon set up in the White House.
Announcement of the affair came after Eisenhower met with
Secretary of State Christian A. Herter to receive a first hand report
on progress of the Geneva Foreign Ministers Conference. Undersecretary C. Douglas Dillon also sat in on the meeting.
"Rebel Without a Cause," starCASTRO SAFE
ring James Dean, Natalie Wood RAUL
HAVANA (UPI ) --Mal Raul Castro, chief of Cuba’s armed forces,
and Sal Mineo, will be shown towhose plane had been missing, was rescued unharmed with three
morrow at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
companions yesterday.
Auditorium.
Dailey
The plane was sighted in a Mangrove swamp on the south coast
The movie is about a boy beof Matanzas Province by a search craft yesterday morning. It had
and
delinquent
juvenile
a
’,ming
crash-landed, wrecking the undercarriage.
his relations with family and
FAUBUS DISCOUNTS LOSS
friends.
LITTLE ROCK (UPD Gov. Orval Faubus said yesterday the
This will be the final "Friday
Flicks" of spring semester. Admis- recall of three segregationists on the Little Rock School Board Monday
was not a victory for the city’s integrationists.
,ron is 23 cents.
"In fact," the governor said, "the issue was not integration or
segregation but only the dismissal of 44 of the public school teachers."
SLIDE CLOSES HIGHWAY
PACIFIC PALISADES (UPI) -’---A huge landslide crashed down on
the Pacific Coast Highway yesterday, cascading tons of earth onto the
coastal artery and blocking all but one southbound lane.
A liinch sale will he held Friday
morning in front of the Library as
the last project of the Acts for
Peace program.
Bidding is now closed for San tore will house building and
Proceeds from the project will
aid the peace program. Lunch Jose State’s proposed construction grounds personnel and will has,
items will be sold separately. Bar- of a two-story office building and parking facilities located below.
bara Scully is chairman of the
one story grounds and storage
A projected elbow -wing strucproject.
building.
ture to be located adjacent to the
A low bid of $142,740 was sub- book store will be used for care Grade Envelopes
mitted Tuesday by E. A. Hatha- taker and shop space.
hate their way & Co. of San Jose.
According to Dr. C. Grant
The new structure will he built
grades mailed to them after finals
Miss Gerri Taylor has been selected as Lyke Doll for the -Future
Burton, executive dean, the enI presently aersing
may lease a stamped, self-ad- on the gr
Issue- of Lyk- magazine which is on sale at various locations on
tire maintenance area, upon
dressed enselope in the lobby of as parking spare near the
campus continuing this morning. The magazine features An intercompletion of the newly proA
the Registrars Office beginning Spartan Kook Store and Journvie with the top science -fiction writer of our time, Ray Bradbury.
posed additions, will Incorporate
alien] Bldg. and the Building and
Monday.
r,cles concerning the possibility of nuclear war ard an analysis
Into one central maintenance diEnvelopes will be supplied by Grounds area.
of the future of San Jose State athletics round out the current
The new two-story office structhe college.
issue which is well paced with humor.

Coed Finds Treasure
At Home Ec Building

fne

CAROL BOUTHILLIER
Lyke advertising manager

UPI ROUNDUP

Ike Will See
Russ Diplomat

Tomorrow’s Flick
Stars James Dean

Peace Seekers
To Sell Lunches

Low Bid Revealed

What a Doll!

\ -It l’res. Rich
and five members of the SPUR
party , ere found not guilty yesterday by Student Court in
a vote of 3 to 2 to charges of violating a clause of the ASH
constitution concerning campaign advertising.
The decision was announced by Chief Justice Dick
Christiana after two hours of closed session deliberation in
Student Union. .According to Christiana, the charge lodged
iby Stan Stevens, graduate speech
and drama major, did not prove
cards inserted in the Spartan Daily
of April 30 were in violation of
the constitution.

$35,000
Granted
For Loans

San Jose State has been granted
$35,000 for loans to above average
students under the National Defense Education Act.
Robert Baron, assistant to the
dean of students, announced yesterday that the grant has been
approved and awaits release from
the State Department of Finance.
SJS had hoped to obtain the
grant for the current semester,
but sent its application through
the wrong channels.
A request for a share of the
nine million dollars set aside for
the act was sent to the Board of
Education last fall, but the board
discovered it was not authorized to
negotiate with the federal government for student loans.
Baron said students with scholastic averages of 2.75 or better
who can show "need" are eligible
for loans up to $1000 per school
year and $5000 for a full college
course.
Special consideration will be
given majors In education,
science, mathematics, engineering and modern foreign languages, he said.
Under terms of the National Defense Loan Program, repayment
begins one year after the borrower ceases to be a full time student
and must be completed within 10
years.
Baron emphasized that borrowers who later become teachers in
public elementary or secondary
schools may get up to 50 per cent
of their repayments cancelled.
Baron urged students to pick up
applications in the Activities Oflice and submit them before July
1. He said applicants will be interviewed by the college Student
Loan Committee and decisions will
be bas.sI on scholarship and need.

"It is not clearly defined," Christiana said, "as to what a sign or
poster is, or its use thereof." The
chief justice added, "SPUR may
be prosecuted further as to whether they are guilty of illegal advertising, but they are not guilty of
violating Article III, Sec. 2, clause
3 of the ASB Constitution, and
that was the question under debate." (This is the clause which
limits the number of campaign
signs a candidate may have.,
Stevens, plaintiff in the case,
said: "My objective was to clear
up the Constitution; this was a
test case. However, I do think
the fact that only five justices
of seven voted in the case is a
significant factor."
Christiana said the one other
member besides himself wino did
not vote, did not hear the last part
of the proceedings and did not feel
qualified to decide. Christiana is
permitted to vote in case of tie and
in what he termed "special cases."
He said, "The constitution is the
one actually at fault in this case
because of its wording. Both Hill
and Stevens have their good points
and the court couldn’t feel justified in finding anyone guilty."
A suggestion was made by
Christiana that the by-law’s be
changed to cover future campaign poster and card advertising. which Christiana says it
does not now do.
Stevens said he felt the court
took a literal interpretation of the
constitution and interpreted it
strictly, rather than broadly, as he
said he did.
Stevens said, -This decision can
open doors. It shows candidates
can take a great deal of freedom
in their advertising"
A tape recorded interview with
Hill, Christiana and Stevens will
be broadcast over campus radio
station FORD today at 12:30 p.m.

’60 Itevelries Library Fines Due
Script Talk Set

Students are urged to establish
a clear status on library fines, fees
for lost or broken equipment and
fees for industrial arts supplies.
Payments may be made in the
Cashier’s Office, Adm26.3, before
the end of the semester. Delinquent dues and fees will require
withholding of grade reports and
registration permission, she added.

An open meeting of Revelries
Board is set today at 4:30 p.m. in
Morris
Dailey Auditorium to discuss ideas for next year’s script.
Students interested in %salting
the 1960 Revelries musical -comedy
script are asked to attend. Diane
Hunt, Revelries Board chairman.
said ideas do not have to be on
paper but script suggestions will
be discussed.
Deadline for scripts is the en
of the first week of classes in Sep 11
tember. Any full-time student
enter a script.

’Cooking for Two/
Spartan Top Book
A $1 Betty Crocker cookbonj,
I "Dinner for Two," is the mos.
widely sold book in the month -old
best sellers department in the
Spartan Book Store,
Bob Atkins, in charge of the
new department, reports that
"How I Turned $1000 Into a $1
000,000 In Real Estate," by Wii
ham Nickerson, and "The Stat;1,
Seekers," by Vance Packard, arc
tied for second place.
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SPARTANS A
MONEY TALKS
Wealthy and
beautiful heiresses
dcoroinpisnatcokfloucllaslof
swimming pools
just to attract
men clad in sharp looking matching
shirt and trunk
swim sets. R A
has a large selection
a+ 5.95 each or
I I 90 a set.
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Pres of Globe Varied
1:a-A$ p.ra htoodf
phone calls should be
period.

(If you have any contributions for
Thrust and Parry, this is your last
chanc. to stand up and be heard.
Letters must be limited to ISO words
and must ba tiled in ft,. Spartan
Daily office by noon Tuesday for the
last issue Wednesday.Editor’s note.)

Ca 0,4.c Ileum
F de, Any
rude a..

BILL PHILLIPS, Editor
KELLEY, Advertising Mgr.
DAY Editor
Larry Worthington
KUN
_

Franc Statement
Eurruit.

EXCHANGE COLUMN
Worthless campus burns, luscious coeds and fang -toothed professors were in demand on campus recently.
Brigham Young University
personalities who are most typical of the three major characters of Dick Bibler’s "Little
Man on Campus" carti.ons, are
being sought by the Bibler
Bounce Committee to be featured at the Daily Universe
sponsored dance.
The Stockton Collegian tells
about a novel currently on the
best sellers list. "The Ugly
American." is an account of the
American tourists and their exploits abroad.
If all goes well. Stanford will
become the site of a unique sidewalk cafe, complete with garden area and umbrella -covered
tables. Five kinds of Espresso,

at
cents per cup, would be
served from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Such a cafe, said the Stanford Daily, would add much to
the Stanford community. It
would provide 11 a Unique gathering place with a cosmopolitap
atmosphere where the students
and their guests could sit, relax and talk in peace; 21 a quality menu of fine coffees; 3) an
excellent opportunity for foreign and American students to
work together on a project; and
4) a means of introducing more
Stanford students to the I Center.
The self-supporting cafe would
be serviced by volunteer student
waiters and waitresses, both
foreign and native. It is hoped
that the Associated Students
will eventually assume full responsibility for the operation, finances and management of the
cafe after a trial period.

LITTLE MAN ON- CAMPUS
4.01,

One of the tragedies of this
century is the fall in value of

Spartafoto by Bob

Christman

Room for One More
Frosh Class in training for today’s milkshake contest scheduled for
12:30 thk afternoon in Library Q..,ad as part of Soph-Frosh Week.
Left to right, front row, Donna Fammatre, Alice Brainerd, Karen
Chikuma, Dianne Fammatre; back row, Bill Cox, Ric Trirnillos and
Bob Gangi. (Story, Page I.)

Improve Summer Photos
With Added Techniques

the French franc from about
19.3 cents in our money to
.2000 cents.
Also a tragedy is the way U.S.
citizens use decimal points. For
instance, Monday, Jerry Nachman quoted the value of a goat
"at 1411.3 francs that counts out
to a little over $28." Actually.
at the official rate of 500 francs
to the U.S. dollar, the equivalent of 1411.3 francs would be
$2.82. So, the goat would have
to be priced at 14,113 francs to
have an equivalent price of $28.
Jerry probably was misquoted.
’Owen M. Broyles.
(We get the polntEdItoes
note).

No Thank You
To Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader,
William Poytress, Dr. Frederick
Dommeyer, Anthony Pearce, and
anyone else that supports their
views.
The price of peace may be
found in Hungary, Poland, Tibet
and, any other Communist controlled country. NO THANK
YOU!
Don Gardner

43)(75’
EVEN THE S1UDEN1’5 ARE DEMANDING HIGHER SALARiE5
FOR OUR TEK442RS-- PROFESSORS COME & GO SC
F6.51 TIfE
FRA1EIE1’JITIE5 Mtn* IWE ’WO 10 NU
f/CE’ ON THEM!

Child Fitness Study
Offered June 15-19
The role of fitness in the elementary school program will be
the chief emphasis during a June
15-19 workshop on Elementary
School Physical Education.
The program will be directed
chiefly toward men and women
who plan to teach in elementary
schools. The workshop will offer
experience in recognizing a n d
learning correct movement skills
in games and rhythms.
Five persons from San Jose
State and the public school systems in Santa Clara and Monterey Counties will direct the workshop.

COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS
Open Mon. 8 Th1-1 Nights
Till 9 p.m.

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
Wholesale Distributors
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

1403 W. San Carlos
By PAUL ELDERS
CY 8.1212
When George Eastman said.
that the shutter is open. As the
"You snap the shutter, we’ll do
numbers get higher, the amount
the rest," he took photography
of light reaching the film is less.
out of the realm of the hocus
If you are shooting moving subU.S. and FOREIGN’ COIN A
pocus, flash powder, glass negajects a higher (or faster) numBOUGHT and SOLD
tive. hooded studio photographer
ber is needed. Normally, a shutBring in your pennies for our dollars
and
into
the
ter
speed
of
100
(or
1/100
of
a
hands
of
millions
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118z JERRY NACHMANI1111111111111;111111111
NEW STORE DEPARTMENT
of average Americans.
second) and a lens opening of
SAN JOSE COIN SHOP
A new "best sellers" department
Eleven thousand people were quiet.
f
16
is
acceptable
490 W. SAN CARLOS
with
Kodak
That was more than 20 years
has been opened in the Spartan
Eleven thousand people looked down from their seats in Fresno’s
Tri-X film.
ago. Technical advances made
Bookstore.
Radcliffe Stadium at a tall Negro boy named Charley Dumas. And
Many potentially good picsince then in films, lenses, camThe new department features
arched way above the egg-shaped arena arc-lights burned high in
tures
are
spoiled
because
of
bad
Sizzling
era construction and in general
top selling books as determined by
the night.
composition.
When
you
look
insimplification of equipment, have
nationwide surveys. One display
Charley DUMAS Is our country’s best man In the high jump:
"Orders to
to your viewfinder try to see in
put the average shutter clicker
,
shelf features the nation’s 10 most
he’s flung his body seven feet into the airthat’s higher than the
your mind’s eye the final print.
take out"
within easy reach of pictorial perwidely sold books, said Harr
average doorway.
Good
composition
is
achieved
by
fection if a few basic ideas are
Wineroth, manager.
The 11.000 watched and the ash burned on the end of their
balancing large and small, dark
cigarettes while they waited for a boy named Charley Dumas, age mastered.
Spaghetti Ravioli
Our Specialty
and light, straight and curved
22, to jump sevcn feetand maybe a little extra for a new world’s
Photography has been called
TOP
"The aroma from our genuine
CASH
for
ALL
objects.
record 7 feet, 1.2 inches.
"painting with light;" no light,
Italian Kitchen will really send you’’
TEXT BOOKS
The most interesting pictures
no picture. Your camera is simNear the top of the stands at Radcliffe, the pressbox typeOpen
writers clicked and clacked and clunked over the paper and the
(Used Here Or Not)
ply a device to control the
are the ones with the simplest
4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
UPI man waited for the record to be broken. Down in the 18th row - amount and angle of reflected
354 E. Santa Clara
composition, showing something
& Sun.
Sat.
a man selling hot dogs stopped making change and waited for the
light reaching your film. How is
CY 7-9961
i2 noon to 3 a.m.
or
someone
doing
something
record to be broken.
this light controlled?
And on the grassy field of the oval, the boy named Dumas
First, on your camera you will
looked at a crossbar laid horizontally over two sticks planted in the
find a "bulb" and an "instant’
ground and he. too, waited for a record to be broken. Two metal
setting. On bulb the shutter repages of a height marker flipped over, revealing the numbers, 6 and
mains open as long as you hold
10, one above the other.
down the trigger- -when you reHe ran up to the bar and didn’t jump until he had almost run
lease it, the light is cut off from
under the bar but instead rolled safely over the top.
the film. It is used when very
Two judges lifted the bar to 6-11. Once more he ran slowly,
little light is available F inside a
eyes parallel with the bar, suddenly jerked his body upwardand
dark room with no flash, or just
leaped off the right foot, throwing himself sideways across the top of
before sunrise or sunset) or at
the bar. He landed in the snowy sawdust and looked behind him;
night. Most of the time the "I"
the bar was still laying on the two ledges of the perpendicular poles.
setting is used; in daylight or
A fat judge with a red arm band flipped the metal pages of the
for flash.
English: LOWEST MAN IN THE COMMENCEMENT CLASS
height marker again and the figure 7 laid dark against the white
The more complex inexpensive
metal.
cameras and the expensive modThinklIsh translation: The only courses this bird absorbed
THE FAT JUDGE and his two friends were hunting for a chair
els have variable lens openings
were
the ones served in dining hall. The only examinations he
card
a
found
finally
They
it.
he
did
in
case
to measure the height
or "f-stops". These are numbers
table chair. The fat judge stood on it and took a steel tape measure
passed were the ones his dentist gave him twice a year. After
situated around the lens and usufrom his shirt pocket. He held one end of it on the bar and the second
ally run 3.5, 5.6. 8. 11. 16 and 22.
five years of work (at a two-year college), he finally got his
man pulled seven feet out of the cylinder, holding the tab with one
The smaller the number, the
dirt.
the
touched
line
one
inch
diploma. Obviously, the word for this fellow is gladuate! Of
thb
hand and pulling it down until
larger the lens opening and the
They all watched as he Jogged to the bar. Nothing moved but
more light reaching the film.
course, being a Lucky fan marks him as a man of high degree
his legs. Thenas he came up to it, newsreel cameras began their
Also, as the number gets larger
... with extra credits for good taste. Get the honest taste of fine
Dumas
Charley
and
cameras
the
wring noise. The film rolled inside
the limits of the scene in front
tobacco yourself. Spend this summa cum Luckies.
Jerked, Jumped and rolled over the crossbar, hitting the sawdust full
of you which are in focus beon one side.
come smaller.
9’414
The bar didn’t move. He had jumped seven feet again.
CALORIE cHART
StepRussian,
the
If your camera has another
English
The officials set the bar just a splinter over
English: ANGRY JAPANESE
waithis
began
anov’s world mark of 7 feet, 1.2 inches, and Dumas
set of numbers which run 2, 5,
ing drama again.
25, 50, 100, 200, 500 this means
English WANDERING
HORSE
*
*
*
that you can also vary the speed
pit,
the
THERE WAS A THICK HORSESHOE of people around
of
your
shutter.
These
in
numbers
crowd
mostly newspapermen and photographers and officials. The
refer to fractions of a second
the stands who had started down the stairs to their cars, stopped at
railings and at ramp entrances, clogging the aisieways to look at the
antall Negro named Dumas who was resting in the grass before
other try. He lay with his knees doubled up, weight hack on his elbows in the damp grass, wet from the night fog; it was 9:45 p.m.
zh,nklish FATALOGUE
A world’s record was closethe sportswriters felt it. They
o:55Or? POSINTMAL U Of MICIAIGAN
hunched forward across their typewriters, sleeves rolled to the elSORII"I"
Think
bow, and vvatehed with the 11,000 who were not paid to watch.
It was quiet. He lifted one
stayed in Moscow at 7 feet 1.2
foot, then raised the back one,
inches
and ran toward the bar slowly,
THE 11,000 PEOPLE walked
loosely, with both eyes still on
down the steps, looking at the
NAGABONO
the thin wooden line set over
Thinklish
infield lawn where a tall Negro
11
IONAVIAIUOI
everyone’s head. 7 feet, 2 inches.
V
boy stood. "Maybe next time.
INANO,5 elsAS
But it was no good. He leaped
Charley?" a sportswriter asked.
Take a wordmagazine, for example. With
once. t h ro wing the muscled
And (Thl Hey nodded
it, you can make a burglar’s weekly (swaga"r, brown body as high as he could
A
English: CIGARETTE COM ME RCIAL
zine), a liars’ club bulletin (bragctzine), a
in the air, hut he brushed the
HUMIDOR
... bar too closely with his left side,
mountain -climbing gazette (cragazine) and a
SMOKE SHOP
- and it fell.
pin-upperiodical htagazine).That’aThinklis)
and it’s that easy! We’re paying $25 for
He tried again. Again the
the Think lish words judged bestyour check
cameras whirred and buzzed aq
he CAMP near the bar: into the
is itching to go’. Send your words to Lucky
lenses. Rut the legs were tired,
Strike, Box 67A Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
and they wouldn’t lift the body
name, address, college and class.
high enough.
Ile jumped a second time, jigCIO A FS EFT,
gled the bar loose, then got up
: slowly, wiping the yellow sawdust off the places where it
; stuck to his body with perspira: firm. He smiled a quick smile
Imported Smoking
Thinklish: TOBACCOLADE
- and said, "I’m not going to try
pipes, cigars, accessories
only
man
can
A
tonight.
again
-4 it
POCKET BOOKS it MAGAZINES
saykept
Ile
him."
CALVIN acrosoyr 1 4 S 1.,.
In
what’s
do
s for
339 S. FIRST
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Johnson Set Design
Race Closes June 10 Art
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Competition for the ei,
nual Wendell Johnson Ass
stage designing will close June
10, according to Johnson, professor of drama.
Prize money this year is $40,
and judges will be Johnson, and
Miss Berneice Frisk, associate
professor of drama.
Johnson said entries can be
designs of costumes and/or stage
sets.
Of the 10 entries last year, the
portfolio submitted by Guido
took the prize. August designed
he set for "Lute Song" after
inning the award.
Ralph Fetterly, winner two
years ago. designed the set for
-Sleeping Prince" after winning.
More Information about organization of the entry or for directions for research for the
design, interested students may
eontact Mr. Johnson at S100.

tudents Awarded
$2500 for Interior Design New Novel
3

Three San Jose State art students stole the show Tuesday
night at the Northern Califorla
Chapter of the American Institute of Decorators banquet In

Douglas, who is the head of
the interior decoration area of
the Art Department, works parttime at Comps in San Francisco,
and last year entered a student
in the same contest. Only one
award was available, and Verne
Goodrich won it. It was worth
$1000.
Resides the money, winners
become affiliate members of the
American Institute of Design,
and receive meeting privileges
and trade publications. "More
Important, however," said Douglas, "this membership Is an excellent recommendation for Job
applicants."

The 3 -Speed RALEIGH
from England or the
10 -speed Italian TAURUS

PAUL’S CYCLES
CY 3-9766

COME IN FOR A SAMPLE RIDE
Sou

Join the Catholic Alumni Club

For information and membership application. ma rite In:
CATHOLIC ALUMNI CLUB
1100 Franklin Street
San Francisco 9, Calif.

"raw

For that

Summer Bike Tour

RALEIGH 0 -Speed DERAILER
BIKE
$97.95
also 3.speed lightweight bikes from 44.95
come

in for a test spin
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srlarak
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Sales and ServiceBicyele Rentals
72 Se. Second
San Jose
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PRESENTING the finest in . . :Away
From Home Living’

101 MOTEL
They’ll be trusty grateful when you
fell them of the fine "away from
horns living" available at the 101
MOTEL 101 MOTEL features
!. Near the College.
2. Fine restaurants nearby.
3. 21 modern units with TV.
4. Credit cards honored.
5. Reasonable rates.
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fflirt It,

Yes, we’ve done it! The Instant Sport Shirt is a reality.
With the new Van Heusen
Vantage Sport Shirts, all you
do is add water ... and
presto ... a fresh, handsome
sport shirt springs to life before your very eyes. And t%
sport shirt that’s all cotton!
Is it a miracle? Is it a powder?
Is it a pill? A grind? Read on.
You see, the new Van
Heusen Vantage Sport Shirts
IA (irk this way. First, you buy
one (this is terribly impor-

bit, and it’s ready to wear.
Friends will ask, "How do
you manage to afford a new
shirt every day?" You will answer,"I was left a huge sum of
money by an aunt in Texas."
And we will not divulge your

while. Then you remove it
from your pampered body,
drop it into the sink, and

secret!
The all cotton Van Heusen
Vantage Sport Shirts that
drip-dry so quickly (tumbledry automatically, too) and
wear so wonderfully are available in a wide range of checks,
stripes and solids. All have
sewn -in stays that can’t get
lost and keep your collar always neat, They cost a mere
$5.00. (It’s time you wrote

Amazed, you remove it from
11,n water, hang it up for a

Write Phillips -Van Heusen
Corp., 417 Fifth Avenue, New
York 16, N. Y.

tant), then you wear it for a

ars

Robert Douglas, assistant professor of art, with students from
nine other northern California
colleges, universities and art
schools.
Four awards were available:
two worth $1000 each, and two
worth $500 each. Miss Vamabe
and Miss Reeves non the $1000
awards, anal Nlentle won $500.
The fourth ass:srd neat to a student from the California College
of Arts anal ( rafts in San Francisco.

-Ile Catholic men and women college graduates living in the
4 -ea can enjoy social, recreational, cultural and religiov
. es as a member of the Catholic Alumni Club of San

24613

San Francisco. They brought
home $2500 in prize money.
Pat Yamabe, Galen Reeves and
Jack Menzie entered the competition under the guidance of

English and Italian
Bicycles

1435 The Alameda

ADD WATER. In moments,
a new sport shirt begins to
aPPear, a sport shirt as fresh
and new -looking as the one
you bought in the store.

__Arb

home, anyhow.) And remember, all you need do is ADD
WATER. If you haven’t any
water, we’ll send some FREE.

Miss Yamabe, 21 -year-old junior f torn Fresno, plans to attend
summer school this summer,
and hopes tea work in some phase
Of interior design upon graduation a week from June.
Miss Reeves, 21 -year-old senior from Rocklin, near Sacramento, plans to "work in the
profession" this summer, and
hdpes to work in interior design
in San Francisco after graduation in February.
Menzie, 26 - year - old senior
from Burlingame, also will attend summer school, and hopes
eventually to work in interior
design in San Francisco.

by Charles Hindes

The Winners
Art majors Jack Menzie, Pat
Yamabe (center) ar.d Galen
Reeves talk over the banquet
they attended Tuesday night
where they brought back a total
of $2500 in a.vard money. Miss
Yamabe and Miss Reeves won
$1000 each and Menzie won
$500. Competition was for the
best interior design of a complete room, including irOerior
architecture and furniture selection.

The annual student art exhibit is up now in the art wing
of Tower Hall.

age

Thursday, May ’214, 1959

iNT
orlon

_Vine

Final Art Exhibit
These works were screened by
a faculty committee, and will remain up through the first week
,1 the summer session.
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Themes Cling
To Money; Evil or Not

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

By MARJORIE NICKSON
with Kraft Foods. The relaxed
evil or the best friend you have,
vocalist will do (it; one-hour color
money Is a fascinating subject.
shows in the next two years for
The fortunate upper crust of
his sponsor Como reportedlj
monied society is emerging curwill pay the expenses of tie
rently as the subject of a good
show from the contract and keep
many novels; some headed for
the rest as salary.
the best-seller list.
Saturday night’s 8 p.m. ComoVance Packard’s "The Status
time includes guests Edwijd.
Seekers", a current best seller,
Byrnes, Betty Johnson and Naci,
may have started the trend.
Packard’s book is a sometimes
herb Brown KRON 141.
stinging, but penetrating inquiry into the standards of our
RUNNING LOW ON
way of life.
FINAL EXAM EQUIPMENT?
"The Dress Doctor," an autoStop in now and get worry

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Whether you term it the root of

biography of Edith Head (written with the help of Jane Kew,
ner Ardmore) is as hole-in-titeballpark-fence type of look sat
the billion at oh I a r business of
Hollywood e masts. m I n g. Miss
Head, who seems to base a monopoly. on Oscar collecting, reveals tidbits about Hollywood
stars and life In the movie set.

Both provide an insight into
the US. which we often neglect
to see.
The possible few who do not
have to worry about studying
for finals have a fairly bright
television picture this weekend.
Just for laughs, a bright spot on
a new panel show, Laugh Line,
is night-club comic Shelley Berman. The show, a harmless hit
of spoofery aimed at cartoonists,
takes the airways at 9 p.m. tonight on KRON (4).
Playhouse 90, a vehicle for
consistently good semi -expertmental drama, offers Van Heflin and Lutticr Adler tonight at
9:30. The Kl’IX (5) production
deals sivith unionism anal Is titled "Rank and File."
The biggest "cheese" in TV
right now is Perry Como, who
recently signed a $25 million deal ;

150 E. SANTA CLARA
CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE
Armour’s Junior

TURKEY

Skinless Weiners
49c lb.

Ouige Bawd, Magic 8.5611 or DoIt.Yourself Psycotherapy Kit. In ease any of

Fr,:thLocol

these fail, we also hay* it

FRYERS

large assortment of * .
(MO
crying towels.

Cards
Gifts

450 lb.

350 lb.

whole or cut

Gags
Magic

Fresh Juicy

CUBE STEAKS
89c lb.

MORCOM’S
House of Novelties
115 So. First

CY 7-2867

WORK OF ART
by

ART CLEANERS
398 L SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
our
SPECIALTY

I HOUR SERVICE

GOOD

15%
DISCOUNT
with your
ASB CARD

FOOD

BUY-th- B UCKET
Drama Class Slates
4565 Stevens Creek Road, Santa Clara
Final ’Survey’ Concert
Ipaycocki for Monday
CHOW HOUNDS
"Juno and the Paycock." a
satire -tragedy by Sean CrCasey,
will be presented in Studio Theater Monday and Tuesday at 8:15
p.m. Admission is 50 cents; there
will be no advance ticket sale.
Using the arena style of staging, members of the Rehearsal
and Performance class in the
Speech and Drama Department
will act out this "favorite" of
O’Casey’s, under the direction
of Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of drama.

of Johnny all fall upon the

mother at once.
Others in the cast are Yvosne
Jackson, Mrs. Maisie Madigan;
Alden Peterson, "Needle" Nugent; Jean Slier, Mrs. Tancred;
Charles Cook, Jerry Devine;
Richard Rossomme, Charlie
Bentham, t he schoolteacher;
Louise Englehardt, a neighbor;
Arthur Conn and Jay Michelis,
irregular mobilizers; and Alton
Blair and Gary Ilamner, furniture removers.
This is the last event the
Speech and Drama Department
has scheduled for this semester.
Next semester, the season offers two plays in arena style:
"Candida." by George Bernard
Shaw, and "Right You Are if
You Think So" by Luigi Piandello. Dr. Paul Davee, director
of the current "Lute Song," and
associate professor of drama,
will direct "Candida." Miss Loeffler, "Juno" director, and associate professor of drama, will
direct "Right You Are "

Phillip Upton, English major,
sa ill portray "Captain" Jack
Boyle Is the "paycock" In
the plot, so named because of
Isis arrogant strut. He is called
"captain" because he once spent
a short time on a tanker. His
main activity at the time of the
action hi frequenting the pubs
In the company of his crony,
Joster Daly.

Boyle’s wife. Juno, will be
played by Nancy Jeffers. She detests Joxer, who is lazy, but
"very engaging." Johnny Boyle,
the son of "captain" and Juno.
is crippled from an Irish uprising, so the two able bodies in
the family, Juno, and her daughter Mary, played by Sally Cotton, work to support their men.
Mary participates in a threeway love affair, and eventually
ends up pregnant* by a schoolteacher who is studying la..
The third party in the affair, a
would-be labor leader, desert.
her, and the schoolteacher fle’a’s
to England.

PROVIDENT LIFE
AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE CO.
Let me help finance you
in your own business.
Two men, one woman to
be selected immediately.

The labor leader ultimately is
accused of being a spy, and is
for the death of his
friend :Johnny, "captain’s" son.
Thus the pregnancy of the girl.
Mary, the drunken mess of De fat her, "captain," and the death
blamed

JEREMIAH CONDRAN
(General Agent)
CYpress 5-1155
1775 PARK AVE.

Before you take any
long trip, see about
your car brakes ...
BRAKE
62.00

ADJUSTMENT
For the $2 charge we:
Remove front wheels
Cloan out dirt, grit, etc.
Inspect lining and drums
Check master cyclinder

Open on
Saturdays
Until Noon

Chuck kydraulic lines and wheel cyl,ndrs
Adjust foot brake, pedal clearance, etc.
Adjust whI bearings
Pressure test system
Give operation test

BAAii E. &fill’ G
c)eivi’ze
540 SO. FIRST

CY 2-7864

Survey of Music Literature
tomorrow at 11:30 a.m, will feature contemporary music.
Students of Thomas Ryan, associate professor of music, will
play modern piano music, and
brdss students of Roger Muzzy,
assistant professor of music, will
play, music by modern French
composers.

Phelan

Contest

Students who submitted entries to the Reed Magazine or
the Phelan Contest may pick
them up in the English office,
11E26, now.

all the SPA.

’1.00

GHETTI or RAVIOLI YOU CAN EAT
FOR ONLY
Just show your student body card
and then sit down and stuff yourself.

We also serve your favorite light or dark beverage

Try our
Delicious
Pizza!

BUY-fh-BUCKET
Ord,,r. to Take Out

Phone CH 8-6244

HOURS:
Tues. to Fri.
4 p m. 2 a.m.
Sot. and Sun.
noon lit 2 a.m.
Closed Mondays

TOPFASH
TEXT BOOKS
ROBERT’S

On Fourth
Across From Library
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Professor Martha E. Thomas
To Leave SJS After 31 Years

nAT de

Eighteen A( lily Itx)Tx: cadets
,a ill be commissioned reserve sec’ nod lieutenants prior to graduation ceremonies June 12,
Reserve officers include Robert
E. Beatty (Engineers Corps), Peter P. Berman (Artillery), Delanor
NI. Berry (Artillery), Marvin J.
Del Chlaro (Armor), Thomas A.
Doyle (Infantry), Clarence R. Dut ra (Signal Corps), Ronald R. Filice (Adjutant General Corps),
Robert W. Foy iQuartermaster
Corps), Harry H. Hall (Army Intelligence). Ralph V. Hounshell
(Infantry), Donald L. Johns (Military Police Corps).
Darrell C. Kirkland (Armor). Victor I. Matson (Medical
Service Corps), William J. MeLean (Armor), Leroy C. Mm chin (Armor). Lawrence A.
Perry (Armor), Peter %V. Scattergood (Quartermaster Corps)
and Dale D. Vennes (Adjutant
General Corps), also were commissioned.
Regular Army commissions will
be awarded James E. Thomas (An.
finery’ and Jon N. Harris (Medical Service Corps).
Seniors to be commissioned
reserve officers upon completion
of a six-week slimmer camp are
Angelo Guttadauro
Leo G. Batelle (Ordinance) and
Carl E. Wampler (Quartermaster Corps). Richard L. Herb
(Infantry) and Richard S. Robinson (Finance Corps) will accept reserve commissions after
attending summer sessions.
Seniors completing the ROTC
program this semester but not
graduating include West R. Davis
Armor),James L. Lundheck (Ar..
I finery), Thomas A. Mason, Donald D. Nash. John E. Patock (Armor) Richard G,,Rose (Chemical
Corps), Hugh J. Scott (Regular
Army, Infantry) and Ronald D.
Winter (Armor).
;

I:

After teaching 31 years in the , to what was then known as saii
Horne
Economics
Department Jose State Teachers College.
Miss Thomas comments of h
here, Miss Martha E. Thomas. associate professor of home econom- student days, "There were se:
ics, is ending her 46-year teaching very few cars; therefore no parK
profession by retiring next month. ing problems." Then, as now, stuA third -generation Californian. dents rode bicycles, she says.
Miss Thomas was graduated from
An expert on clothing, Mt
San Jose Normal School in June, , Thomas notes that pleated skirt,
1910. SJN. as it was known then now so popular as campus we;::
offered only a two-year teaching first became popular in 1906. Stucourse.
dents wore full-length pleated
MI,ia Thomas’ mother was
skirts made of linen or wool. The
graduated from SJN in 1884. skirts stayed pleated just as long
"One of the reasons I came ivre as one did not sit down.
was because my mother had
In addition, women students
planted the idea in me so thorwore white shirtwaists with
oughly. The Normal School had
starched collars. Hair was aralways meant a very great deal
ranged in a pompadour, later In
to her. A sister and brother of
braids, then daringly bobbed.
Miss Thomas also were gradPhysical education for women
uated from the Normal School.
In 1914 she returned, receiving j then meant learning games to
her special secondary. and serv2d teach children. However, "we had
as assistant to the head of the to do all kinds of sitting up ex- ’
department. That was a bit of an ercises" because the goal of the I
head of the physical education dehonor." Miss Thomas remarks.
From 1915 to 1928 she taught in partment was for students to have
California high schools purity! the I "a very good physique."
First World War she ,:er:ed in thel Asked what changes hare been
medical corps of the United States greatest at SJS over the years.
,
Army as a physiotherapst.
Miss Thomas replied, "Expansion
In 1927.she received her MA. and building, but probably more
In decorative art from the UM- than anything else would be the
versity of California, returning curriculum changes and the shift

ele
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of emphasis. At one time it was
%stony on acaflemic subjects." Stu-
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dents, however, as such, have not
changed, she believes.
Another great change which
has taken place is in the Library, Miss Thomas notes. At
one time there was no card catalog and the only way students
could find books was to ask the
head librarian, Miss Ruth Royce.
"And she knew where every
book was in that place," Miss
Thomas said. She added, "She
rode a bike to school too."
Of her future. Miss Thomas says,
"I have so many things to do that
I don’t know what to do first."
A popular teacher. Miss Thomas has received many letters
from students she has had in the
past uho learned of her retirenaent.
SJS students will miss this
teacher who astounded them with
her knowledge of foreign terms.
(she says she speaks no foreign
language) and of foreign countries
(she has never traveled outside
the United States). She said she
became interested in these places
and terms in connection with her
study of different fibers and materials.

The teacher training program at
San Jose State has been accredited
by the National Council fot Accreditation of Teacher Education,
according to Pres. John T: 1A’ahlquist, who received word from Dr.
Earl Armstrong, director of the
council.
The Education Division of the
college was visited last November
by a committee of educators representing the council and the California Teachers Assn.
This is the first time that the
college has sought accreditation
from the NCATE. The council has
granted its approval for
10-yeai
period.

Ili,w ran
got toe nuist trim
reading in an imbookish age? Bow
ran we organi7e reading instruction to meet child needs?
These are just a few of the tot,
les that will be discussed durir
workshop in reading problem to be held June 15-19 as part
the summer sessions program.
Mrs. Lillian Gray, professor ’education. will be featured speak,
during the week-long worksh,
Mrs. Gray, a faculty member f
27 years, is co-author of the be,
"Teaching Children to Read." a;
has collaborated on three hook
in the Reading for IndependnnSeries.

28 Men Win Bid
To Honorary Frat
Twenty-eight then h e been
recommended for membership in
Eta Sigma, national honorary
scholastic fraternity for lower di, vision men, Vice Pres. William J.
Dusel, chapter adviser. announced.
To be eligible for membership.
students must achieve at least a
3.5 overall grade point average in
their studies, Dr. Dusel explained.
Students selected to receive gold
membership keys are Clarence M.
Allen, Ernest S. Astin, Kirby William Brown, William Richard
Brown, William T. Cornell,- Gary
Gene Cunningham, Robert W.
House, Harold D. Huffman, Armond JaMil Irwin, Gordon Andrew
Johnson. Ronald Ward Keil.
Richard Edward Krell, Larry
Kenneth Lowry, Dan Edwin McDaniel. Andrew C. Moutoux Jr..
Bruce Tadashi Nakata, Gerard F.
Palino. Billy Gene Parker, Richard
D. Pering, James Joseph Rickard
Edward D. Rodrigues.
Charles Leo Rudd, Eugene M
Sakai, Dennis Byron Shull. Robe?,
Hans Stavn, Jerald F. Schwart,
Ricardo D. Trimillos and Paul
moorl

SKIN

no sun in
SPANCOISS ARSOUI

C.41Y+

Superb reiriiral bacilround
to/
H a’, Played by
THE MODERN
JAZZ QUARTET.

"MR. HULTO’S
HOLIDAY"
Jaque Tat,

t

ByMILLIE AML1E
The crucial role pla)ed by California in the Civil War in mustering more than 16.000 volunteers
and making her gold resources
available to the Union was outlined by Dr. Leo P. Kibby at a
hearing of the Government Organization Committee of the California State Assembly, Tuesday at
Sacramento.
The. purpose of the meeting, to
establish a commission in California to join in the nation-wide

-

By LARRY W ORTHINGTON
Indianapolisi front after 10 laps, Whether
the
Saturday
the
Speedway will become the cen- car will hold together alter being
ter of the auto racing world. For hastily rebuilt is the question that
the 43rd time loudspeakers will will be asked every lap that 1317an
call out, "Gentlemen, start your makes,
Johnny Thompson, top qualifirl
engines," and the 500-mile Memorial Day classic at Indianapolis will this year and pole Position car, will
be one of the drivers to watch.
begin.
He
This year saw two men die on set fast time for $1000 at 145.908,
in
the
qualifying
round.
the brickyard. the Novis try someThere are five drivers In the
thing new and fail to qualify, and
"500"
from
California 13.,
last year’s winner just makes the
Vieth, Dick Rathman, Rodger
field after blowing up one engine.
Ward, Johnny Boyd and Ray
Jimmy Bryan sheared an is4
Crawford.
pump in his attempts to qualify’
The hope is that the weather
in
bearings
the
out
and burned
will be good, and 33 whole men
Special
Belond
The
the engine.
v.-111 return fio th,;i
built by George Saligh. went up
,c,n
"5() miles of th-’
and
rebuilt,
was
on the jacks,
in the world."
Bryan qualified at 142.118 m.p.h.
The two deaths were both California drivers, Bob Cortner of Redlands and Jerry Unser of Lake-1
The Indianapolis "!isr.
wood. Cortner had received his race will be
broadcast tii ho.
rookie stripes and permission to
try to qualify the day before he BY (1530), San Francisco, be.
ginning at 8:30 a.m. saturday.
%%AS killed.
i The bi g super-charged Novis
were out this year because fuel injection was tried and didn’t work.
The hard luck car of the "500" has
used a large aircraft carburetor,
but this year tried a single fuel
A specialist on jusenile delininjector mounted on the supercharger. Top speed turned in by quency, Dr. Paul W. Tappan, v,i1:
the sick V-8s was 134 m.p.h.
join the San Jose State teaching
Top contender for the prize
staff for the six-week summer its.
money is Pat Flaherty, 1956 winner. Flaherty was involved in a sion, June 22-July 31, to lecture
crash in 1956 and hasn’t seen on criminology.
action at the brickyard RIIIICe...
Dr..Tappan is professor of P.
Bryan, although he qualified ciology and law at Ness. Ynrk
back in the pack, will be up in the versity.

KOBY I o Air Race

Sociologist Readies
Six Week Course

DR. LEO P. KIBBY
... Civil War authority

commemoration of the Civil War,
1981-1965. was accomplished when
the committee members voted
unanimous approval of AB1898.
"General I’. S. Grant III (ret.)
looks to C’alifornia as a leader
of the West," Dr. Bibby told the
conunittee. "As Chairman of the ’,war
CornNational Committee to Cornmemorate the (’hill War, General Grant is most anxious that
California make an early start.
Dr. Kibby, Chairman of the Social Science Area at San Jose
State College and an authority on
the Civil War period in California,
appeared before the committee on
the invitation of Assemblyman
Augustus F. Hawkins of Los Angeles. sponsor of AB1898.
Many questions were asked
Dr. Kibby by the members of
the Committee. "Did California
participate’!" "Did California
contribute any men to the Confederacy?"
Dr. Kibby told the committee
h -ac other sections of the country
are raising funds for the centennial. On a recent sabbatical, he
sisited 14 southern states and
talked with commission officials.
Volunteer cont-ibutions are
being solicited, as well as legislath e appropriations. Scholarships are being set tip, markers
established. and historical relics
and monuments preserved.
AB1898 has been referred to
the Ways and Means Committee
of the California Legislature for
action on an appropriation.
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flattops
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ROBERT’S

DIVERS!

San Jose’s most complete stocks of diving
equipment. We handle all leading brands!

U.S. Divers
Voit
Healthways
B.C. Wet Suits

7 - 30 6 0

by the bOld hands that Shaped
And Cod Created Woman’
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MISS MARTHA E. THOMAS
... retires after 31 years
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As Summer Shop
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Teacher Training
Gains Accreditation
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Top Drivers Whirl
In 43rd 500 -Miler

A

Assigns C
ittee
IWILomm
Commissions Hears of Cal
To 20 Grads Civil War

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
lice are eyeing the city’s prettie,’
’sins for evidence in a most uplif,
ing c-ime. Clothing salesman Dir.
aid Warner reported that 100 by: and 2C0 swcatre’s were stolen fr,
his car.
We offer youQualify
Work of Reosonable Prices
Plus Convenience ...
Compitie Motor Tune-ups
Complete Ignition & Generator Service
Front-end Alignment
Complete Brake Work
Wheel Balancing

Compere our prices on
Scuba equipment.
Free practical instruction
w,th every

-91!1 -Were./
the
Continental
sail
The great new Men’s Suit fashion that
is sweeping the country is here at H & F
now! Superb woolens in the newest patterns,
and colors! Come in, try one on today!

5 750

Scuba unit.

QUALITY USED CARS
Student Rates

ViCiS
MOBIL SERVICE
17th and Santa Clara
CY 4-7979

Cope
66 W. San Antonio

McPheters
CY 5-2939

CHARGE IT.

. SIX MONTHS 70 PAY

127 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE
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Outstanding Track Field Set for Relays

porto Do%

By Harvey Johnson ... Sports Editor
A GREAT DEAL of concern tend protest erupted among members
of the California Intercollegiate Baseball Assn. this week when it was
learned that Santa Clara Broncos, winners of the West Coast Athletic
Conference, would represent the Eighth District in the NCAA regional
playoffs.
Coach (leorge Waltman of the (741 Rears said. "When the winner
is Llama:dined, the second horse motes up. I feel mecum’ place in the
ClRA should have been considered."
The disqualified team Wolfman referred to was the University of
Southern California, who ware placed on piobation by the NCAA late
last fall, for illegal recruiting tactics. The judgement by the NCAA
was levied on all USC athletic teams. In an attempt to justify their
decision the NCAA committee stated it was pena:izing the institution
and not athletics.
THE NCAA DISTRICT COMMITTEE, headed by USC’s Rod
Dedeaux, selected Santa Clara because the district "wanted to obtain
the most representative team based on the caliber of competition."
Santa Clara, it is agreed, did not have the best record of the
three top clubs in the URA. In fact, the Broncos were three games
behind Cal and Stanford, who tied for the second slot behind CSC.
Despite this, the Broncos literally ran away with the WCAC title.
They had a 14-2 record. At one time in league play the Baines had
an 11-0 record, before they dropped a decision to San Jose State’F
unpredictable Spartan nine.
OVERALL; TIIE BRONCOS had a better record than either Ca,
or Stanford as they posied a 23-12 record of all games. Cal and Stanford completed their season schedule with a 22-13 mark.
The selection by the NCAA to have Santa Clara represent the
Eighth District marked the first time in the 108 years that the university has been represented in the national regional baseball playoffs.
It is the feeling here that Santa Clara was a sound choice,
regardless of how It might appear to critics evaluating the situation
entirely on Wolfman’s and FerrIck’s remarks.
Cal never did play solid baseball during the season. Stanford, in
three appearances with SJS, lost two and could very well have had
an 0-3 record. The Spartans lost their season inaugural with the
Indians. :1-2.
SANTA CLARA, on the other hand, played good sound baseball
throughout the 1959 campaign. One needs only to point to their lofty
position in the WCAC.
The Broncos also hold the rare feat of having defeated the USC
Trojans, recently picked by collegiate coaches as the top collegiate
team in the nation.
The Troy nine suffered only two defeats during the C1BA schedule.
Another milestone In the selection of Santa Clara as the regional
representative is the fact that as a representative of the WCAC
it marks the first time a team from this loop has been selected.
Despite the criticism the NCAA committee has received over
rulings on school athletic probatiqn, we feel the selection of Santa
Clara as the national regional representative was sound and bears no
rebuttal from other CII1A teams.

HEY...
Chow-Hounds!

CLE

M10.110.1.11

Hamburgers
Chili

24c
20c

(Both Prtoed to Go)

DINNERS
Hamburger
Veal Cutiets
"Get Your Vitals At"

-o titTAN DAILY-5

Thursday. May 28. 109,

.nm.....m.o.o..mpro.imm,..mmoamr.m......

Chicken Fried

Steak

80c

85c
Steak 85c

Ilia Burger House
383 SANT& CLARA (next to miriature golf)

HA

Norton, Poynter
Turn ’Iron Men’

By GREGORY H. BROWN
American and collegiate champions will meet
Saturday. the 18th running of the California Relays at
Modesto. in what could be the "Meet of All Meets" as far
as snapping track records go.
Incredible tunings by sensational cinder prospects this
year will be matched in what could produce some world
+-shattering marks.
World..

WILTON JONES
Herkenrath’s successor?

.

Weekend Rec. To End

Intramural Director Bob Brun zoo announced Monday, that Saturday will be the final day the
Men’s Gym will be opened under
the weekend recreation schedule.
-

SJS Gains
’Afiti Young
Scholarship
William It. Young, private invesI tigator here, last night was honored on the NBC program, "This
Is Your Life."
The program, in commemoration
I with Young’s tremendous interest
in the younger generation donated
a $1000 scholarship to San Jose
State, for use in scholarships and
student loans. The fund will be
!mown as the Wm. II. Young
Scholarship Award.

Ray Norton and Bob Poyntia
face their greatest challenge
date in the sprints. Besides
fling the 100 yard dash, both rn.
may enter the Open 220. Norton
a likely possibility in the 220 won
Poynter less likely due to the
gruelling relay grind both he and
Norton will encounter in the 440
and 880 baton events.
If Ray does enter all four
events, he would be running
heats in both the 100 and 220
accounting for four sprint runs,
and then anchor laps in the 440
and 880 yard relays . . whew! ,
Spartan chances in the quarter
and half-mile relay are dimmed
somewhat by an injured Kent Herkenrath, the third cog in the relay
machinery. The Spartans boasting
a 40.4 stemming in the 440 and a
1:24.8 in the 880 will try and reverse a defeat at the hands of
Texas University, who swept both
events in eyelash finishes over the
Spartan clan at the Coliseum. If
Herkenrath does miss Saturday’s
test, his position will be filled by
Tom I.ionvale (9.9), Chuck McNiff
(9.9) or Wilton Jones (10.0).
The open 440 event will match
the best in the world, with Eddie Southern, Jack Yerman, Otis
Davis, Chuck Carlson and Roscoe
Cook entering the quarter-mile
event.
Rill Nelder and Dallas Long
will attempt to better Long’s
record in the shot put event.
Nelder at San Jose last week
arched the iron pellet 64-61z in
an exhibition put. This was considered the farthest put by anyone in track and field history.
Long holds the official shot record along with Parry O’Brien of
63-2.

Young, who enrolled in the
SJS Police School in 1934, participated in the athletic boxing
program while enrolled here.
Prior to his entrance in SJS,
Voting fou ;fit professionally where
he participated in about 40 fights.
P..evious to his decision to turn
Errol Williams, SJS’ 6-9,,S high
two he acted as a sparring partner
jumper, will attempt to catch
fo:- his brother Bud.
USC’s Charlie Dumas on one of
Following his graduation from his "off" days. Dumas leaped 7
SJS he entered the San Jose feet in Fresno to whip Errol and
Pollee Dept. on here’ he worked Herm Wyatt of the Santa Clara
until 11142 when be entered the Youth Village.
Prospects in the pale vault are
Armed Forces. Here he gained
distinction as a heroic para- the best in years with Don Bragg
trooper and was awarded the 115-9IS) leading the challengers.
Bronze Star for bravery in 1944. Oklahoma’s vaulting duo of Aubrey Dooley and Jim Grahm have
Following his discharge from the been around the 15-5 mark. George
Army, Young opened his own de- Roubanis of UCLA will be the top
tective agency here. The business coast threat along with USC’s dim
has gown from a staff of one in Brewer. Stan Hopkins will carry
t. the present staff of 140. the Spartan colors in the vault
- event.
Although San Jose State’s varsity has no entry in the mile relay
event, the Spartans’ brilliant freshman mile quartet will go in this
event. The freshmen arc undefeated this year and have been suffering, as Coach Bert Bnnanno
Jt, it, "from lack of competit ion."
If Ws competition they want,
they will get It. with such outstanding Nona& as Texas, Villanova, !CSC. Occidental and the
l’SC Striders entered In the
slim(’ V%
The freshmen will
Is- running fee’ si new Interco’.
leziate record (40.4) set by this
%AMP TP%/1.4 mile‘ relay quartet
on ho now have graduated from
the freshman rank.
Willie Williams of the frosh
team is a possible entry in the 1011
and 220 sprint races.
Bob Gill, freshman hurdler, will
enter the high hurdles competition. Gill will go arainst the likes
of Elias Gilbert, Chuck Cobb. Aneel Robinson and Charlie Dumas.
Maurice Jackson of the SJS varsity squad will also join the fray.

x-P-RE55

DIXIELAND MUSIC
Wednesday thru Saturday

’BACK ROOM TRIO’
Afier-Hour; B. eakfast
417 SO. FIRST STREET

Steam Brews
(across from Gay)

Ditietts-lhrotting Tom Daniels
end Larry (’ollier, both riser 182
Fe -at this year, will match quoits
with OC’s Rink flabkii and portably Parry O’Brien.
Other local prospects making
the joil-ney are Sam Holt In the
nteepleehase, Don Kelly and Wes
Bond In the 2-nille and Al
tongewitard in t h e hammer
Ill

TOP CASH for ALL
TEXT BOOKS
(Used Here Or Not)

ROBERT’S

a4e
eotfultd
NATIONAL LEAGUE
011 110 000-4
St. Louis
023 010 031-9 7 2
San Francisco
Bleylook (2.2) and H. Smith; Ant.
milli (6-2). Worthington (6) and Land.
Rodgers, Mays, Cepeda.
Mk. His
Tate, Musiel.
Milwairlise 4, Pittsburgh 3 (night).
Cincinnati 10, Philadelphia 4 (night),
Los Angeles 4, Chicago 1 (night).
AMERICAN LEAGUE
000 000 002-2 5 0
Boston
000 010 02x-3 4 1
New York
Deloct. Wall (8) and Daley; Meas.
Duren (9) and Howard. WPMaez 13
2). LPDelock (5-2). Hits--Carey,
Skrywron, Runnels,
Cleveland
100 000 000-1 5 0
000 013 OleS II 0
Chicago
Wynn, Staand
Fitzgerald;
Bell 14-3)
ley (9) and Lollar. WPWynn (7.3).
HRsTorgeson, Lollar.
Washington 6, Baltimore 0 (night).
City, rain..
Detroit at K

No Decision
In Robinson
Ring Probe

Sporii
Final ’Mural
Keg Matches
Slated Today

I’. \V VejiIs( l’Pl, The New
York State Athletic Commission
yesterday reserved decision on
whether to vacate Sugar Ray Rob.
.noon’s middleweight title.
In announcing the ruling, chair.
man Melvin Krulewitch gave no
indication as to when a decision
would be handed down.
The hearing’s purpose was to determine whether Robinson had
complied with commission and
court orders to enter into articles
of agreement by May 13 for a title
defense against Carmen Basilio.
Robinson’s attorney, Martin Machat, yesterday put manager Bob
Nelnick on the stand and had him
offer a challenge for Ralph (Tiger)
Jones in case Basilio still refuses
to negotiate for a title fight with
Robinson. Jones once outpointed
Robinson.

Today marks the final day of,
ac.lion in the Independent Bowling
League.
The King Pins are currently
leading the league: however, the
seven matches scheduled for this
afternoon could writ shuffle the
standings. Only eight points separate the first place King Pins from
the sixth place Menehune’s.
The Has Beens, AFROTC, Red
Ox’s, and Alpha Eta Sigma are the
other teams with a shot at the top
spot.
Individual standouts in the
league thus far have been Darrel
Adams .vith a high game of 247.
and Bill Defiesta with a high set-nman To Lecture
ies mark of 424.
The Red Ox’s set the high team . San Jose State freshman basketball coach Stu Inman will be one
series mark with a 1757 score,
Today’s Matches
of three lecturers at the annual
Hartnell Coaching Clinic Saturday.
King Pins vs. Kotonks
menehune’s vs. Peretto’s Pirates
"Team Morale," will be Inman’s
Boys
Net
is.
The
Joy
The
! topic.
Been,.
is.
Seien
Ten’s
, Inman, before coming to San
The Has
Jose, coached at Orange Coast
Red Ox’s is. Tau Delta Phi
AFROTC
Sans
1J.C.. Santa Ana J.C. and RooseCoffers
velt high school in Fresno.
Sigma
in.
Tar
Eta
Alpha

HOW THAT RING GETS AROUND!
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TareY"

Here’s Why Tareyton’s Dual Filter
filters as no single filter can:
-1. it combines an efficient pure
white outer filter ...
2. with a unique inner filter of ACTI.
VATED CHARCOAL . . . which has been
definitely proved to make the smoke
of _a cigarette milder and smoother.

NEW rThAt FILTER

areyton

4

6sr,

Thursday. May 2S. 113a

4.RTA

g0 LIC/2
S a JOYCE FLORES

Woman’s Editor

Ever go into a dress shop, see
a simply darling dress, hut’ it, then
fund out that it needed fixing after
.
a few wearing’?
Gay Pauley, UPI womar’s edi
tor, has a few solutions to the
problem. One is a substitute foa zipper in back of the dress. What
woman hasn’t had a heel( zipper
stuck at the last minute or on the
hottest day of the year?
I might add that zippers he e’iminated from paoximity to seam
margins with a Wilde:toy to ravel.
In fact, I might ask that zippers
be eliminated.
Persons without patience often
forget that zippers are delicate
mechanisms and cannot take too,
rough a yank. Whip one breaks,
it must be completely remosed
and replaced. The placket usually
can’t be pinned together to give
the outer impression of a lumple,
scam.
On the other hand, a non-oper

;tint snap or button can be re- ,
placed without a major operation
on the garment
Miss Putaey also pleas for a
surefi:r way to keep blouses
tucked in skirts.
She alsowould like buttonholes
made to fit buttons, despite trevent washings. A better job of
attaching buttons, hooks and eyes!
and other fastenings, which have
hahit of coming off a:ter a few
carings, is another request.
I would like short skirts and
dresses for short women. If dress
hemlines can fit the average sied
woman properly, why can’t the
same be true for the short sat?
Perhaps there’s a reason for this.
Someene has to keep the alterations department solvent.
Luxury items Miss Paule.y would
like are earrings to match the
various new colors and hues featured in the latest fabrics.

_S;Iair Pomance
Mil’

PINNINGS
Jim CAMPADONICA, Sigma Pi at University of California. to
Pat EBLE, former Lyke Doll from San Jose . . . Chuck CARLE, Pi
Kappa Alpha, to Elaine PAULSEN, Kappa Kappa Gamma ... Richard
CASELLI, Theta Chi, now at San Francisco State, to Judy PULLIAa I.
Gamma Phi Beta . . . Bill DODGE. Vallejo Junior College, to Linda
ROLPH. Delta Zeta . . . Jerry ELLIOTT, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, to
Phyllis McDONALD, Alpha Phi . . . Bob GIFFORD, Delta Sigma
Phi, to Stephanie ILaNCOCK. Kappa Alpha Theta ... Don GRIFFIN.
Tau Delta Phi, to Pattie HATCH. Gamma Phi Beta.
Paul LANG, University of Santa Clara. to Pearl TSENG, Catholic
. Dun PETER, Zeta Psi at Stanford, to Sally
Women’s Center .
BLEVINS. junior kindergarten -primary major ... Pat REEVE, Alpha
Tau Omega. to Pat KINNEY, Alpha Chi Omega ... Dave SCHWEIKERT, Alpha Tau Omega. to Linda HANDLEY, Gamma Phi Beta.
Jerry SMITH, Sigma Phi Epsilon, to Ginger BANNIN, Chez Nous
. . . Steve SNELL. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, to Carole BILL, Alpha
Phi ... Jim VICARS, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, to Lois McCARTY, junior
psychology major.

ENGAGEMENTS
John DEAVER, Pi Kappa Alpha. senior sociology major, to Donna
HUDSON. Epsilon Lambda Sigma at College of Pkific, junior education major. .. Ron ROBINSON, Phi Sigma Kappa, junior philosophy psychology major, from Berkeley. to Barbra SALMON. Gamma Phi
Beta, freshman business rnajoe from Upland. Couple have not set a
definite wedding date . . . Bob SCHULTZ, sophomore elementary
education major at San Jose City College from Gilroy, to Eileen
Benny) BENNETT, Catholic Women’s Center, junior physical educa.
tion major from San Mateo. The two plan to wed in June. 1960
George WILDBEP.GER. now teaching in Menlo Park. to Carolyn
CALL, senior elementaay education major ftom Hayward. Wedding
date is August 16 . . . Paul WILLIS. SJS graduate in engineering, to
Ann BROOKHAP.T. Kappa Delta, freshman journalism major frog
Los Altos. The couple has not made definite wedding plans as yet.
_.
.

LDS Sets Saturday
For Rio Beach Party

Hayrides

OT Students
Honor Prof

Costa Ranch Site
Of Newman Party
i’d,mtters of Newman Club will
enjoy eating, swimming, hiking
horseshoe throwing, volleyball
baseball and dancing all day Saturday at Costa Ranch.
The event, which takes plhce off
White Road in the foothills of Mt.
Hamilton, will begin at about 11
a.m., stated Adeline Costa, chairman.
The menu will include barbecued chicken, green salad, beans
and apple pie. Cost for the day is
$1.23. Dancing will follow at Costa
Hall in San Jose.
Persons may sign up, obtain
maps, and arrange for transportation itt Ni. man }Lill.

IndependentsPicnic
Independent Men’s Council and
Independent Women’s Housing I
Council are sponsoring a picnic at ,
Alum Rock Park tomorrow at 4 1
p.m. Persons wanting additional I
information about the event may
contact Dick Johnston. IMC presilent, or Linda Lucas. IWIIC president
.!

Picnic Grounds
Social Hall

Roller Skoling

Arnuseirenl
Rides

TRADER LEW’S

Lowest Gas Prices Jo Sat

20 STATIONS

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

MON TGO

EitY HOTEL

AFICI-11E’S
HOUSE

A

? age

Tennis, Golf Possible
Way to Male Heart
Coeds are learning a new twist
in the age-old art of landing a
man, says Joe McDevitt of UPI.
In college physical education
courses Coeds are taught that a
golf club or tennis racket may provide a quicker route to a man’s
heart than a well-stacked dinner
plate.
He quotes Miss Madelyn Richardson, director of women’s physical education at Southwestern
College, Tenn.: "Tennis and golf
do wonders for the figure and besides, they’re games a woman can
play with boy friend or husband."
A sport is a wonderful way to
rellete hnsion, she continues.
She stated, "I play a sport, beIf I play well
CalINP I enjoy It.
and lose, I’m still happy."
Some coeds avoid sports, because they are afraid they’ll become muscle-bound, the teacher
added. However, if a sport is performed correctly, a woman can’t
get muscle bound.
If her students persist in regarding athletic skills with a
leary attitude, Miss Richardson
tries to teach them to appreciate
different et ents.

M.". Elsa If. Hill, assistant professor of occupational therapy, was
honored by occupational students
Tuesday in recognition of her work
in the field of occupational therapy.
Howard A. Rusk, M.D., of the
New York University-Bellevue
Medical Center, sent a congratulators. telegram.
"We felt her background
should be pointed out to peraons
who might not know of her es balsa e liar kgr
I and contributions in occupational therapy,"
plalned Miss M. Jane Lane.
assistant professor of occupational therapy.
Mrs. Hill received her A.B. from
Stanford University, and her AA.
from Columbia University. She
studied at the world-famous art
center. the Bauhaus, in Dessau,
Germany: and at the Warm
Springs Foundation in Georgia.
She has been a lecturer at
hinter College, New ’fork City,
head of the Occupational Department at Mills College, and
has worked at the ()spectate
Meyer In Florence, Italy, and
the roliclineo at the University
I if Rome.
Mrs. Hill plans to travel to Crete
:mon retirement. She now is study modern Greek.

The World Before Her

Spurtafeto

Martha Allshouse, sophomore English major from Santa Cruz,
spots Italy on the globe, the country in which she will spend two
of her summer months, courtesy of the San Jose World Affairs
Council. Nine other students from other parts of the nation will
join Martha on the tour.

Summer in Italy Reality
For Martha Allshouse
Is summer in Europe your
dream? It’s ,Martha Allshouse’s
reality.
This summer Martha will spend
o months on the Continent, courtwo months on the Continent.
courtesy of the World Affairs
Council of San Jose. She will live
with a family in Italy for one
month. One member of the family will be Martha’s age of 20.
"Once a week the nine other
members of our group will meet
and discuss what we have learned
about European life in general and
Italian life in particular."
.tt the end of the ntontli
Anieriran guests and age counterparts In the Italian Lunilies
with whom they hate stayed will
tour Italy.
Although she does not know
how to speak Italian. Martha says
she will learn how on the ship taking her abroad. "However, I will
stay with an I ’,latish -speaking

, family," she reassured.
Purpose of the trip for the young
ambassador is to learn about Italy
and represent the Santa Clara
area abroad.
"We will have a marvelous opportunity to learn about other
people, and better understand
our own ideas, has ing compared
them with those of people different from ourselves."
Martha, a sophomore English
major, has had plenty of experience already in understanding other people. She is past president of
Spartan Spears, sophomore worn en’s honorary service group.
Also, she is vice president of the
Humanities Club, treasurer of the
Sophomore Class, member of the
, class Council Evaluation Committee. publicity chairman for Presbyterian Student Fellowship and
: person in charge of programs and
tickets for the recent Revelries
production.

Canterbury Assn tt .1, 11 ,1
meeting Sunday at Hidden
Villa Ranch in Los Altos.
ot-at-arne;
sal
The Rev. Warren Debenham.
Till I S XI
weelcend the brothers will ! chaplain to Episcopal students.
h:t... their last social event --the I will be the speaker.
Active -Alumni Get-together. AcStudents may meet at the St
tivities will include volleyball and
Christian Center, 92 S. 5th
Ident
an outdoor barbecue.
Wags Night is June 10 to cele- ISt., at 1 p.m. Reservations may
j be made with Barbara Arnold,
brate the end of finals.
Gary Nelson was elected the CYpress 7-5164, or Bea Palmquist
outstanding man of the Beta Beta CYpress 3-3935,
chapter for 1958-59. Chester Rob.
erts was elected as the outstandGRAD’ NOTIFICATION
1
ing outside man for 1958-59.
Students graduating in June Wu
Last Saturday the brothers had
have made application to the Gradtheir Luau at the chapter house.
’ trite Division will be notified
geptance seseral weeks aft
:Igation. said Mrs. Lynn Fish, .
rotary in the Graduate Division
-
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For

New Members

Spartan Spears

Spartan Spears, sophomore
a-omen’s honorary service society,
recently initiated 18 new members.
Members are Judy Beckman,
Karen Chilouna, Wendy Cotton,
Connie Crothers. Barbara Dommeyer, Diane F’ammatre, Donna
Eammatre, Linda Hardin, LInch
!annoy. Jane Kellenberger, Karen
ralovansity, Elaine Larson, Carol
-:etv, Patricia Ross, Carol Spotswood, Joan Winsor, Julie Williams,
and Wife Zook.
The annual Spears’ rummage
sale will conclude today. The sale
is being held in the passageway
between the Speech and Drama
Department Bldg.
WHALE OF A TALE
SAN, ILANCISCO I UPII
Capt. Fred F. Angrick of the
liner President Hoover radioed
the
American President Lines,
"Whale humps
Ship’s owners:
Hoover. !newer unhurt. Whale
bruised."

TOP CASH for ALL
TEXT BOOKS
(Used H re Or Not)

ROBERT’S

The women late the
sport
when they know what
is goe:
and before long, are ready
part themselves, she says.
The young teacher also
believes
In "starting ’em young
and training them right." A
child of four
years can learn tu swim,
and
I, the right act,.
t tonrii;
_

... YOUR EYES CAN
ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS
YOUR
GLASSES . . DON’T
LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

CONSULT

Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye exern;netions

and opficel service.
Latest styled glasses
and opficel prescriptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So, 1st St.

iitodente APuy
ANTHONY D CAMPAGNA. JP

Professional Pharmacists
Open ’til Midnight
Phone CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

VALLEY
FAIR
ESTABLISHED 1886

Diamonds
Rings
Fine leirelry
CLI 8-2900

44 Valley Fair

Softball Win to CWC; Canterbury Plans
Los Altos Meeting
Groups End Activity

Larniala Della Sigma will hm.
its annual year-end beach part:,
Saturday ’at Rio Del Mar. The
oaree will include election of offices, announced Mack Griffith,
(Ear-K and Dance
CATHOLIC WOMEN 1 ENTER
pi esident.
Residents ware thrilled to win
Transportation will be provided
’0’ the LDS Institute of Religion the WAA softball series. CWC ree.1,1 was five wins, no losses.
(Newly Renovate
nth and San Fernando Sts.,
nELTA ZETA
,1 a re.
Wednesday night, June 10, the
’ties of Delta Zeta will celebrate
e ending of finals at a party to
held at Judy Meyer’s home in
,
Jose. There will be swimming.
OCTANE
ETHYL-100
’ oil and dates.
OCTANE
REG.-92
Saturday morning, they will
:A their Senior Breakfast at l’nCigarettes 18:.
o John’s Pancake House. Awards
GROUP RATES
All Major Oils-381 qt.
prophesy will be given.
,iMMA PHI BETA
Gamma Phi Beta sorority wia
CYpress 7-5560
:nor its 18 graduating seniors al
annual Senior Breakfast May
lth & William-6th & Keyes
1 -ml. south of County Fairgrounds
I at the Red Coach Inn. The Jun.
ors will serve as hostesses and
-ntertain with a skit about the
seniors who, in turn, will rend
their wills. Breakfast will conclude
with the naming of the outstandCOMFORT
for
r
, ing senio.
CONVZNIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
MODERATE RATES
! Sunday the sisteTs will entertain
1 their dads at the annual Father
From $4.50 to $7.00
Orpress 4-9404
Dauelver Banquet.
Drive-in Garage
FIRE PROOF CONSilZUCT,ON
TR/VISION CIANOLAT ROOM
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
7S.111’.% DELTA
FOUNTAIN
Reloh G. Caldieeit
COFFEE ,,POP
tiara’s’ i l,ins in was n.impti
-Outstanding KD Senior" at a
brunch given May 23 by the Kit
,Stars Jose, Califoinics
Staoria Pints St
;iltims to honor c aicluatina seniors
lso in honor of June graduates
the Senior Breakfast May 30 at
l’nete John’s Pancake I louse.
Where Servings Are Large
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Ste% e Scott was recently elected
And Prices Are Right
president of the house. Assisting
him will be John Christianson, vice
president: Ed Van Vranten, secretary: Ron Craig, treasurer; Jim
ssuumsus
Echseteds, parliamentarian; Bob
hii.torian; Mike Warner,
STEAS(
eorrespondine secretary; John
I" o’er, pled.:e harder; Dave Carl.
Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
,on, house manager; and Dragge,
545 S. 2nd. St.
(Horsedrewn) plus Carrip’:,-,

Worrten

Month -End
ectrance

End of Season
Clearance of
Sportswear, Dresses,
Suits, Coats,
Accessories

E6 S. PIPST

SWEATUS

SPORTSWEAR
I 99

2 w2, 3 C9

TOPPERS

COATS

SUITS
ro ; 22 ’4.

’4

$10, $14, $17

Up to 1/2 Off

$19, $27, $31

SKIRTS

BLOUSES

DRESSES

$3. $5, $7

$2, $3
22.00

Leathe Jackets (capeskins and suedes) reg. to 39.73

SAL and WM’S

CYpress 7.1136

347 South First Street

$0,

PLAIN CHEESE PIZZA
Reg. 1.00, Special
The "Man With Ths Malt/mho"
for the 13.0
Felien

.

SPAGHETTI and MEATBALLS
With Delicious Meat Sauce. Reg. 1.25, Special

75C

79c
88c

DELICIOUS 1/4 ROAST CHICKEN "ITALIAN STLYE"
Salad, French Fries and French Bread.

Special

SHORT ORDERS AND DINNERS TO GO
Open Daily 4 p.m. - 12:30 a.m., Fri. and Sat. 4 p.m. .2 a.m.
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Advantages of OK’d Group Living Varied
(Got problems? So have hundreds of students
planning to enter college. This is the first in a
series of two articles about outside pressures
facing new students and what they do about
it.Editor’s nets.)
One of the first problems the incoming
Spartan faces is that of finding a "roof
over his head."
The roof must be over a college-approved
living center for freshmen under 21 years
of age. All women under 21 must have parental permission if they plan to live in
apartments.
Why the restrictions on students’ living arrangements? Mrs. ’zeta Pritchard.
solor, isays that student
housing c

boarding houses and sorority and fraterthe large number of students m.ho live in
nity units are superior In many ways
these buildings, she concluded,
to apartments.
She said that group living simply can"First of all," she explained, freshman
not he experienced, panning nith two
students are away from home probably for
or three persons. The opportunities for
the first time. They are anxious to have a
student government In a living center Is
good time and do not yet know how to
part of a rounded education and offers
budget their time wisely. The supervision
a valuable opportunity for leadership.
in a living group provides much of the
Apartment life gives the new students
guidance they need to avoid trouble and much less chance to
meet other Spartans.
to be successful students."
Mrs. Pritchard added that new policy
Even if it were possible to apply college requirements for living centers were made
by the college last year:
living regulations to apartments, it would
Lists of approved housing are mailed to
not be possible to enforce them. One landnew students, who must then make arlord or landlady simply could not handle rangements with the
householders. Spring

DU Starts New House Coed

IASKELL
ist
minetions
rose.
I sssss
flans filled

Necessary
Terms
So. 1st St.

F. I

inDureutaltya wSyig29 1S9519a t e s
Anniversary Fete
hous-

acati di is the best time to make
ing arrangements, she advised.
Householders of approved living renters must agree to rent to any student
enrolled at t4JS.
A student may not move for the duration of a housing agreement, except by
mutual agreement with the householder
and approval of the Housing Office.
Finally, the policy statement provides
that each student must have a "good single bed, two or three dresser drawers, adequate closet space, and a study table and
chair." In addition, each room must have
a "mirror, space for books and a meta/
waste basket."
J.F.

Delta Sigma Phi social I hu
celebrates its 10th anniversai
San Jose State Saturday with a
banquet at the Golden Doors in
,
Los Gatos. Dinner will be served
at 8:30 p.m. with a "social hour"
scheduled for 5:30.
Guest speaker will be Taylor
Hugh Rhodes, director of marketing research for the San Franci,,eo
office of Foote, Cone and Belding
advertising agency.
Milton von Damm, ASH Mosecuting Attorney, will present an
award to the Delta Sig most active
on campus.

Delta Upsilon is on its way to being the first SJS fraternity to
build a new house.
Construction recently began on the new quarter million dollar
fraternity house on the site of the old house, 155 S. 11th St. The
structure will be completed by fall semester, according to ’brother
Marsh Ward. Construction plans call for three stories plus a full
basement. Second and third floors will contain two-man bedrooms.
By GERRY GARDEN
One of San Jose State’s fairest
Third floor will also have a roof
the group rented their first house,
young
misses, Elizabeth Stone, from
sun deck.
at 8th and San Carlos, in 1948.
San Carlos, Calif., won the title of
City inspectors condemned two
That year the fraternity went naPrincess of the San Jose Fireman’s
of the former buildings which
tional and became a chapter of
Rodeo. The event will be held this
housed the brothers, and recomDelta Upsilon,.
Saturday and Sunday.
mended a reduced number of men
in the third.
Elizabeth and Queen Joyce
Vielra, a senior at Hill High
When the chapter was still the
School, San Jose, will lead the
local fraternity Alpha Pi Omega,
parade Saturday morning at
"I he Depal fluent of Journalism
9:30. They also will appear at
and Advertising will have its anall three rodeo performanees,
nual beach party tomorrow at
Saturday afternoon and evening,
Manresa State Beach near Santa
and Sunday afternoon, and also
Cruz. Transportation will be proat the Friday night dance. The
vided from in front of the Speech
dance will he held In the IES
and Drama Bldg. at 2 and 4 p.m.,
Hall on Santa Clara Ave. and is
said Paul Elders, party chairman.
open to the public.
Cost for the hot dog or tuna casElizabeth, a freshman, is a busiserole dinner is $1 per person, he ness management major.
She
hopes to enter the managerial field
said.
of business. She is also secretary
of the campus Young Republican
SHAVING COURSES?
Club.
SACRAMENTO (UPI)
No
Surprising as it may seem, this
one can say that California is not
education conscious. The Senate is the first time Elizabeth entered
gave final approval to a bill to a contest. She and Joyce were
allow barbers to return to bar- selected from 20 entries on the
ber college for
owes- basis of horsemanship, personality,
and appearance in western dress.
es.
Pastimes which rate high with
our coed are ice skating, fishFLOWERS BY
ing, and horseback riding with
the campus WAA group each
Monday afternoon.
Although Elizabeth is not from
a ranching family, she has gone to
many horse shows and rodeos. She
began riding at nine years of age.

Firemen’s
Princess

’S

Do you like to
travel?

8-2900

CHUCKLES
IN THE NEWS

You must be 5’3" to 5’8" in
height, 135 lbs. or less in proportion to height with 20/50 eyes,ght or better without corrective
lenses. Those accepted have FREE
TRAINING, excellent salaries. lib.
oral expense accounts, and the
privilege of free travel.
6011 though you may not reads
the minimum age requirement, if
you are interested in this as
career, please feel free to discuss
this with us."

FIRST

DATES, PARTIES,
ANY OCCASION

y

INTERVIEWS

Olt

IN SAN JOSE
rctl t emierd

Tues. June 9, 1959
fERS

On Ansa Hotel
9 AM to 3 PM

6 7? 8.85

:OATS
.
.$27, S37
RESSES
,. .
2 for ill
22.00

JUSTICE PREVAILS
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UP!)
.Judge Elmer Peak dismissed a
speeding charge against Benjamin
Charlier, 31, on the ground that
he was denied his basic right to
face and cross-examine his accuser. The "accuser" was an electric
speed -timing device.

Next to Spivey’s
525 E. SANTA CLARA
CY 4-6699

ti, Phone Calls, Please

I

’DON’T BLOCK MY PATH’
LONDON (UPI) A lot of fancy
ear* waving may fool a bull, but
it won’t keep a dog from chasing
a mechanical rabbit.
John Murphy, 22, a spectator,
jumped onto a dog racing track
and waved his coat wildly in front
of racing greyhound Gypsy Boy.
Gypsy Boy merely ran around him,
and won the race.

41 East

75c
79c

19c

Cheese Burgers
Chili Beans

24c

Steak Sandwich
Fish Sticks

49c

Prawns

44c

Italian Burger

49c

Pizza

49c

Women Riders Head
For Alum Rock Wilds
breathtaking view of the valley
which stretches out far below
them, framed by the canyon of
Alum Rock Park.
Leading the group was Melanie
Weber, third -semester freshman
physical

education

major

and

expert horsewoman.

Miss Weber, raised on a ranch
in Hawaii, says, "I can’t remember
signiip list usually was filled with- the first time I rode." Her first
in a half hour of posting, reports horse was her Christmas present
manager ’Melanie Weber. In addi- when she was 12.
She remembers riding.far back
tion, the list included as many subinto the Hawaiian mountains and
stitutes as regular signups.
stoppiqg at abandoned banana
Riding along oakleaf-strewn
plantations for lunch. Everyone.
paths through the hills transincluding the horses, would enjoy
ports riders to another world.
the bananas. She reports, "Horses
Ferns grow profusely on all
love bananas. They cat them skin
sides; sunlight filters through
and all!"
the giant oaks to make golden
lace of the ferns. All is still exDuring vacations, Miss Weber
cept for birds, the wind, and the
helps putt herself through college
steady clomping of the horses.
by caring for and exercising
White yarrow. bluebells, yellow
horses. The biggest, most ner- I
St. John’s Wort and buttercups are
volts rare horse presents no
sprinkled through the ferns, over
problem to this competent horsethe hills, and along the stream.
woman. "They’re highatrung,
Coming to the top of a hill. ridlike athletes," she explains, "exers are unexpectedly greeted by a
cept when they’re away from
racing. Then they relax."
Watching over the group from
the end of the line was Dr. R. H.
Dieckmann, professor of math,
rnatics, who advised the WAA
group. There weren’t enough physical education instructors for all
the activities.
This activity is such a bargain
in relaxation, fun, and getting
away from it all for a while, that I
It’s easy to see why WAA horseback riding is so popular.

Auto Trans. $35 and up
al! mel,es
$15 and up

Valve Jobs

Special Rates
For Students
with A.S.B. Cards

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR

13( Burgers
11.1415

1:5UILDI1O WE HAVE THE tAU51C CONSEC*
TogY OVER ’MKT- -AN’ I THINK 11415 IS THE GIRLS
5C,IENCe

2-6362

30 E. SAN ANTONIO

By PHYLLIS MACKALL

"Visit
our Den"

Corner of Fourth and San Fernando

CY

Whoa There, Boy

OVERHAUL
SPECIALS

EVERY TUESDAY

St.

Sitting on a horse of a different color, which is far from a wild
steed, is a pretty San Jose State freshman, Elizabeth Stone. She
out-competed contestants for the title of San Jose Firemen’s
Rodeo Princess. The event is to be held this weekend. Elizabeth
is not used to riding this kind of horsey. She prefers the "live"
variety.

24c
39c

Son Anfvnio

Spartafoth by Dan Bauer

) 7.1136
Burgers

ROBERT’S

"STUDENT SPECIALS"

77\,

"Stay In The Swing
Of Things With
Our Quick Lunches"

(Used Here or Not)

Appointment Pictures with Selection of
Proofs and Retouching

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Holiday
Burgers

TOP CASH for ALL
TEXT BOOKS

BRIDAL CANDIDS

Every Monday afternoon at 3:30
V.115 KEEP SCORE?
a group of 11 women students and
MANILA UPI)Movie actress a faculty adviser "headed for the
Rosa Rosal, a participant in the hills." They were heading for a
longest kiss ever passed by Philip- very satisfying hour on horseback
pine movie censors, was asked at Alum Rock Park as part of the
what she thought about during the WAA program.
10-second buss.
Horseback riding is probably the
"Nothing," said Miss Rosal. "I most popular activity that WAA
kept counting to eight as I had
offers. Because the stable offers
! been told."
only 12 horses to the group, the

If you are single end between
191/2 and 26, there’s splendid
opportunity waiting for you.
Along with its current expansion, American Airlines needs
many more attractive Stewardesses.

The faculty reception will be
from 2:30 to 1 p.m. in the Cafeteria faculty dining room.
Dr. Cavins resigned from the
San Jose State faculty to become
dean of summer sessions and extended services at Alameda County State College.

the finest in qualify

AMERICAN
AIRLINE

le.se fliQarie

Natural Science Area and the
academic deans will honor Dr. Gertrude Cavins, former assistant to
the dean of the college, at a reception Monday.

CALI Shill

Scribe Soiree

3-7500

Cavins Fete
Set Monday

THEY WON’T BOUNCE FAR
COLUMBUS, Ohio I UPI I The
Ohio Penitentiary newspaper reported that inmates are wilt in;
rubber checks on their prison bank
accounts. This is a violation it
prison rules, the newspaper still!

To Be

N DAILY-7

FRED & JOHN’S
GARAGE
1557

I

i

C Y 5 6559

PLAYSHOES

FLATS CASUAL

by

TOWN & COUNTRY

PENALJO

PAMELA TOMAS

largest selection of sizes,
styles and colors in downtown San Jose
Charge Accour t,

C1:. .n Thurs. Eves.

HIP, HIP, HURRAY
for the
GREYHOUND way
to save money!
Got the good wood about
Greyhound Scenicruiser
Service’? It’s the latest.
the greatest way to go.
with air- condotioning. pin
tore windows. aorsuspen
sion ride and complete
restroom! You’ll have a
ball headin’ home on a
Greyhoundit’s often
ah dr apitwo haliy
tf raasntsepor trthaatnio notrei

less expensive!

COMPARE THESE LOW.
LOW FARES
San Francisco
Sacramento
Lou Ange!es
Portland

$2.62

$6.22
$14.60
$32.00

You can take more with you on a
Greyhound. Or, send your belong.ngs by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cns. voi ’ess!

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS?

IT’S SUCH A COW OPT
AND
TO TAKE Ttif Sus
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US’

GREJOIND

THERE’S A GRFYHODND AGENT NEAR YOU

1’s-STAItTV4 DATLY

Spartaguicie

Thursday. May "As 14’9

Warning Cards
For Plastic Bags

142,
142j,u3N3100 RLA
P2
SS,
EGA Pl. election of officers’ 1 ior.Senior Ball, J3, discussion of j
330 p.m.
p.m.
2:30
TH 119,
I
1MC,
meeting, CHI62, 7 p.m.
GERMAN CLUB. picnic at St
in
Creek Darn, students to leave from
T UcESRDI sAT Y1 , JUsNc IEE 2
front of Bldg. O. 3 p.m.
AN O
H
NCE
LUTHERAN STUDENTS ASSN., swim.
RGAN
TION, meeting Colle
ming party, students meet at Chris’
Psi, 7.
P.m.
fian Center, 6 p.m.
SANGHA, meeting, CH161,
COMMITTEE,
AFFAIRS
12
SOCIAL
P.m.
meeting, 1H26, 3:30 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall,
ISO, elections, Speech and Drama
e ral ethics class, 7 p.m.; class
Bldg., all day.
an Catholic faith, 4:30 p.m. Oh
SPARTAN SPEARS, meeting,
TOMORROW
Union, 7 p.m.
IWHC AND IMC, joint picnic at
SPARTAN SHIELDS, meeting,
Alum Rock Perk, 4 p.m.
358. 6:45
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall,
Mass, 7.30 a.m.
ISO all day elections, Speech and
Drama Bldg.
Campus clubs and organizations
IN
SUNDAY
requested to file Sperteguid
not.%
UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN FEL- I by Tuesday. The last
issue
of
the Sp,..
LOWSHIP, Dr. Whitaker T. Deininger,
associate professor of philosophy, to tan Daily for this semester will be visa
n esdey. By including the
speak on "Christianity and Commundaki of a,
matting, errors will be avoided.
ism," Wesley Foundation, 7:30 p.m.
CANTERBURY ASSN., barbecue at ,
Hidden Village Ranch, Los Altos, 1 p.m. i
The Rte., Warren DebenImm, chaplain ’
CANTERBURY
to SJS. Episcopalians and assistant at I
ASSOCIATION
Trinity Episcopal Church. San Jose. to
Christian Center
be guest speaker.
91 SOUTH FIFTH IREET
MONDAY, JUNE 1
Holy Comm,
;
SOPHOMORE CLASS, meeting, S.
Every Tn,..r1.Ja1
9ffice Hours: 9 a’.-.
5 rm.
Barbara E. P..-

TODAY

A New York manuf,,...i.dvi ..1
ansparent pl..stic bags the type
which has caused several recent child suffocations - has issued red
"caution" cards to be given dry cleaning customers.
’rhe warning cards attached on the hangers read: "Caution. For
safety reasons, keep plastic bags away from children as you would
matches or medicine."
Many children have died while playing "spaceman" with the bags.
pulling them over their heads and
breathing in quickly. The elect I,
static in the polyethylene lvoz,
causes them to stick to the skin
seemadary education majors
The manufacturer also has isplanning to student teach this
sued counter cards alerting cusfall are requested to attend a
tomers to "second use" dangers
epecial meeting in Morris Dailey
Among the suggestions are: "When
Auditorium Monday at 4 p.m..
the bags have outlived their sensisaid Dr. John I,. Moody, coordible usefulness, destroy them or
nator of secondary student
throw them away" and "Never use
teaching.
a plastic bag as a covering for a
crib mattress." The card also says.
"Don’t play with the bags- they’re
not toys!"
Fair Its
tomorroa with
patches ot morning high fog.
High
70-80: low tonight.
15-30, Northssest winds 8-18
m.p.h. In the afternoon.

Student Teachers

Get Notices In

-Central Press Photo

Fighter for Peace Sleeps
body of John Foster Dulles, former Secretary of State, yesterday was borne to a hero’s
grave in a full military funeral at the great
gothic Washington Cathedral in one of the
greatest assemblages of national and international figures over brought together. A "who’s
who" of world dignitaries packed the cathedral,

The

Weather

such names as Gromyko, Mammarskjold,
Eisenhower and Adenauer sprinkled through
the crowd. From the cathedral, the body of
the man who had traveled more than a half
million miles in the cause of peace was carried
to rest in Arlington National Cemetery near
other great men of the United States.
with

Sex Patterns Prof To GivellSO To Elect
Speech Topic Plato Course New Officers BAKMAS
Today, Friday
Of Psych Prof

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

PROFESSIONAL TUTORS
Now offering services in
Chemistry, Mathematics,
Languages, Bio. Sciences
and English
JE 114890
Bruce Golden, Tutor
22034 Vergll St., Castro Volley

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

C P &
SERVICE STATION
Premuim Gas and Oil at Lowest
at P. yes!
Sv Through Our Membership,
13th and Julian Sts.

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Qualit y Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laundry Servic
I -Day Cleaning Service

402 S. 3rd

LICURSI’S
THE

HAIR CUTS
BEST FOR LESS!

Under 12-$1.25
ADULTS $1.50
Sunday 8-12
Daily 8-7
ANY CUTS

421 EAST SANTA CLARA

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER

Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
RENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
CV 2-7501

TOP CASH for ALL
TEXT BOOKS
Cs- ,d H
!+c.i

ROBERT’S
Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
Dinner
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

JOE’S
CHEVRON SERVICE
Motor Tuneups
Lube Jobs
300S. 248h St.
CT 7-1661
Brake Service
Special Rates With Student Cards

1-- -

A & M.
AUTO REPAIR
STUDENT RATES
456 E. San Salvador
CYpress 5-4247

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

Golf Driving Range
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
35c bucket with ASB Card

S. 10th & Tully Road
CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
We specialise in fie fops!
I.
k
$1 15
Open Until 6
396 S. 8th St.

,

Dr. Frank Beach, co-author of
"Patterns of Sexual Behavior,"
will lecture tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
the Cafeteria.

The lecture will follow a banet climaxing activities of the
Dr.
Spartan Psychology Assn.
Beach, professor of psychology at
the University of California, will
I speak on "The Evolutionary Background of Sexual Psychology."
Dr. Beach has served as curtator
and chairman of the Department
of Animal Behavior, American
Museum of Natural History, as
Sterling professor in psychology at
Yale University and as fellow at
the Center for Advanced Study in
I Sciences
the Beha
-

20c

25c line first insertion
line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

6-rn. lovely horn.,
as .s $1 0’
:
- ,
$125 Desire teachers or
rm - s -a on. Lease yr. 825 S. 8th St.
ouite Loraine Apts. 340 S. 4th St.

When you
HONOLULU (UPI
take the stand in Federal Judge
.110. jFursatntkhaNtIcLaughlin’s court you

You stand because McLaughlin
I Continued from Page 11
, Public Relations Chairman was says you will. He has ordered the
I delegated to ASH Pres. Rich Hill chair removed from the witness
, following the submission of three stand.
McLaughlin ruled witnesses must
candidates by the present chairstand up because the more the
man.
jury sees of a witness the more it
Mill told the council Ise eNcan judge whether he is telling the
;wets the palate relations chairtruth, he said.
man to work closely with him
And the bannister around the
nest vear and asked them for the
witness stand under the old sys’toner to select hint from among
tern hid everything but the witthe persons submitted. The coon ness’s face. Besides, the use of the
ell granted Hill this decision In
word "stand" makes it clear what
rather unprecedented move.
originally intended, the judge
Jne other appointment was
said.
scheduled to be made, that of senMcLaughlin said witnesses would
ior female justice. The applicant
stand as long as he remained on
was not present and the council
the bench in Honolulu.
I voted to hold the office open until
The judge sits on a padded
next fall
lcaller chair.

Junior Receives
Accounting Grant

Mfl

32. S.

F.

pr.

Cr

2.8580.

Summer retes-$25 per mo. for students
2 bd.-n. furn. ap.s. 444 S. 5t6 CV 3-5896

To Place an Ad:

2 and 3 rat. fern. apt. avail for summer
Apt. for 3 girls or 3 boys. $75 per ma,
sP fol. Managed by owner. Lorraine
LK. ;not Room end Kit. priv. $15 ea.
340 S. 4th
112 S. 12th. AX 6.4975.
Summer rates start June IS. New 2
FOR SALE
cdrm. apts furn. CV 3-7696. Eves and
FOR RENT
.-davs 350 S. 10th.
’57 VW, es. cond. Heater. See Art But.
-0. CV 4.8607 after 5.
w
Accepting res. for summer, June I’, Sublease I.bdrm. apt. at Spartan
See Al Simon, 208 N.
Sept. 15. I and 2 WI,. apts. Con r
3 -speed bike $IS. 160 N. 5th. Good
furn. wafer and garb. pd. $15 per st
-d,,or.
dent. See Mgr.. apt. 1 I at 283 S. Reel Furn. studio apts. for summer. $55 ar-A
od Up to 4 students. 664 S
St.. or call CV 7-5377.
52 Peckard-Clean. $225 or swap for
a.. AM 2.2050.
SUMMER RATES Furn, studio 1 and 2
ADJACENT TO COLLEGE-Ceen, furn bdr,, apts. w -w carpet. built.in apP1
54 2-dr. Ford. Escel. cond. Call CV 5apt. for girls now renting for fall term New b’dis. Make reservetions now fo
’21 eyes.
445 S. 8th. CV 4-0281.
summer rates. We wi’l eiso reserve acts
Cell at Student Affairs Office.
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

fr. fa I sem. Les Kirby. Mar. CV 4.9042

’Take The Stand’
Means Just That

Publication Posts

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:

I Ir. (I. K. liov.man, described as
one of "the most subtle and penetrating thinkers of our time" -will
teach two courses at San Jose
State during the six -week summer
session, Dr. Frederick C. pornDepartment
Philosophy
meyer,
head, has announced.
Dr. Bowman will teach "Seminar in Philosophy of Mind" to upper-division and graduate students
and "Philosophy of Plato" to lower
division students.
Currently a faculty member at
the University of Nebraska, he has
taught at Cornell, Smith, University of Washington and Oxford.

57 TR-3 Hard and soft too. R&H CV

tits

Redwoods Scene
For Huddle Meet
1,
. Lite With a c.0

/...

1, lilt,

theme for the last retreat of the
semester tomorrow and Saturday
for the "Huddle," a non-denominational youth group affiliated with
Tri-C on campus.
Monte Toyon, in the redwood,
of the Santa Cruz mountains, will
be the scene for the two-day retreat.
Cost of the two-day retreat is

$4.

Students interested in going may
contact George Trigueiro at CLay7
rturn R -.177S.

Special Education
w
or ks h op Slated

Paul A. Reese, ’cc ..’r account’,
and finance major, was awarde.!
$200 grant last week from the N. ,
tional Assn. of Cost Accountants.
Reese, a member of Alpha Eta
The challenge of educating gif
Sigma, honorary accounting society, will receive $100 per semes- I ed children will be the theme
ter for two semesters, with the a six -week workshop to be offer, .
opportunity to reapply for the during the Summer Session at S.,.
scholarship each semester until he Jose State, June 22 -July 31.
Resources of the college. il.
is graduated.
California Department of Edta.,
lion, and the National Assn, I
Gifted Children will be utili/.
Students piannini; to graduate throughout the workshop. City,
in January, 1960, may apply for county and district school officials
graduation during the summer ses- will serve as consultants to tip,
sion. Major-minor sheets must be workshop leaders, who themsel,
on file before appointments may are authorities of wide reputati..?
Advance registration for I"
he made. stated Mrs. Dorothy
Lanini of the Graduation Infor- workshop, a four semester .1!
course. n..w. is
tiken
mation Office, in Adm102.
Adm144.
- SOME sEcLusioN

Fall Grads Apply

2bdrrrColored 3-rm. apt. 248 E. San Stewed,. CV Catering 477
AJS 30-inch 1953. Ex -e,. cord. Must
up 2710
se . CV 4.0484.
Furn. apts. 452 S. 4.h. Summer rates.
CY 4.5085 or AL 7.8420.
WANTED
UP. ANN DARLING APTS.-Re.
ENGLEFIELD GREEN, England
sort living in new deluse garden an’s. New funs, apts., swimming pool
NEW EXCITING-Be $l. first in your
$25 per ,’...dent. Make res. for ne.t crowd to give a Lane, s Hawaiian Party, (UPI) Eddie Fisher and Elizaheated pool, spadous landscaped pa’s
quiet. convenient loc. Furn. and unfow. I year -ow. Ca" Cif 4-0121 or CH 8.3256 Entertain your friends and receive free beth Taylor went into seclusion
hostess gifts. For information call Mrs. today with Miss Taylor’s three
Call CL 8-0654.
Large sunny rm. Male student. Rees. Helen
Chapatte, AN9.3058. Demonstra. I. Call CV 3-2711.
children, one nurse and four poNew fungi apt, near col. campus
tors also needed. Ideal part time iob
elec. lOt. Well to wall carpeting. Garbstudents.
SUFF,F,F, rep.
’s.
eroorn.
3
or
4
age and water paid. Now rentiri for
.
S.S. Garage, wash. Wish to situ* new eot, wirh fro
.
summer and fall semester. Plus numerous
tar
2 17
extras, Call CV 7.8713.
dent. 537 S. 54. Apt. 7,
$17.50 ea.
students
hut
for
men
Lrge.
Teacher end family need turn apt. or
HOUSES FOR RENT. Furn. or unfurl,
bit o 0..15 fa’. CV 2.1327.
Near college area, Summer rates, Now
hse, for summer, Rees. rent. Coil Colrenting for summer and fall Garbage Summer-125 per me. for tree students. e,’’ DA 2.4327.
end water paid. Auto, washer and dower V
CV 5.2565. 340 S. 16.h.
HELP WANTED
complete line
Could also be rented for Frat.
--- Cell CV 1.8713.
Fare. large 2 or 3 bdrm. dupl.’s. water A nationally known familyowned nom
ROTC and AFROIC
and lado pd. 319 S 2Ist, CL 8.7980. puny will have a few positions
for quar
GIRLS-Now accepting ms. for summer
Equipment
sessions, 2-bdrm. apts. 5100 per mo. We For summer-2 blks. to col. Very 4.90, ifaad teachers in educational work. Time
also will reserve apts, for fell sem, See able rm. $25. A smeli Tin, $15. For fall employment will be based on a guar
Briefcases
Mgr. apt. 3 at 547 So. 11th St. or call a era.’ rm. $20. Men only 491 S. 7th. anteed income plan. The work may b..
full or part time. We may accept grad
Binders
AN 9-9278. CV 7.7281 or CV 2.54 i 3.
Surnnutr Sess. June 15 -Sept. I. come. acting teachers. Call or write Hamil C
Luggage
mod, furn. apts. 1/2.1olt to col. Mar fury, 2.bdrrn. ept. U111. pd. Children o.k. Wagron, 175 S. Claremont Ave. SJ. Ci.
8.3757.
rind rouole pref. $80. Avail. June 13 20 $60 ""7. CV 3.1867.
Slide Rules
Apply 33 S. 6th or phone owner, AX
Drawing Sets
bath, turn. I need a men to work for me-$1.89
For reef. 14se. 3 bdrm,
6 9380
firepiaco barbecue. S. 6th. Cell CV 2- per hr. Tony Banks. Flamingo, 3398 El
Microscopes
Camino Palo Alto, Thurs. at 7 p.m. or
Summer rates -$25 per mo. for stu- 7448.
Telescopes
Fri. a. 9 pm.
dents. 2.6drm., turn. apts. 444 S. 5th.
Reims for summer school. One arid two
Cl 3.5896.
men wit I t prin. By tl’. week or mg. Nerd sales job strictly comm. and door i
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT
Apts. for girls nest year. 385 E ;an Ftat hos. Call CV 59601 or inquire 241 to door Must have car and phone. Call
223 So. First Street
5 111In
FM 8 8328 after 6 p.m.
Fernando.
Heated 40’ pool. Brand new
furn. and unfurn. ....iv carpets.
elec. lit. Garage and laundry.
+0 col. students. $89.50 and
Kerner Dr. CL 1.3159.

,f the International
Memb,,
Students Organization will elect
new cabinet officers today and l’s.
morrow, Chris Sheffield, ISO president’announced.
At the moment, all candidates
are running unopposed, Sheffield
said, but he expects and enc.,.
ages write-in votes.
On the ballot presently are Mohammed Tabibi, of Iran, president;
Fermando Da Rocha, of Portugal,
social chairman; Ann Ramey, of
the U.S., corresponding secretary:
and Dietmar Demeter, of Franc,
treasurer.
Retiring officers were honor.
with a reception last Friday
which time Sheffield received a
gavel for his work as president.
Other officers that are at the
end of their term of office include
Mohammad Khaliq, of Pakistan,
treasurer; Gigi Rodriquez of the
Philippine Islands, corresponding
secretary, and Frank Dadgar, of
Iran, social chairman,

MARCHICK’S
ARMY-NAVY

ACE LUNCHEON

Episcopal Church
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS
CY 2-0462 I 0th & Santa Clara

Services at Trim,-.
8:00 a.m.
9:25 reci
Mom - -

l 2n4

Warren Let..

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30 A.M.
A.M.
6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

10:45

REVEREND LELAND R.
CYpress 4-2873

KEYS

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San

Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister

"A Cordial

Invitation for Every Sunday-

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy and Psychology
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio
MNIIMMMI

FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

NEW YORK
STEAK

too 101

r

Includes:
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

Under New Management
JOE and MARY VENTURA
ARE BACK!!
- DAILY SPECIAL A delicious
meal

complet,,
cm ,

ore

- 16.OZ. RIB STEAK Frie- $4 opr
and Salad
LU1
With French

99.

- WEEKEND SPECIAL
Steak and Eggs with
Juice or M

Orange

Coffee Included In
Above Dinners.

ALSO . . .
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$107

-

Students Must Show ASB Card

All

ACE LUNCHEON
478 S. 10th Street
6:30 a.m.- 8:30 p.m.

Julian

(For)

Steaks

Fourth and Julian - Next to Burger Bar

sign

